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Distributed Joins and Data Placement for Minimal
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Network communication is the slowest component of many operators in distributed parallel databases de-
ployed for large-scale analytics. Whereas considerable work has focused on speeding up databases on modern
hardware, communication reduction has received less attention. Existing parallel DBMSs rely on algorithms
designed for disks with minor modifications for networks. A more complicated algorithm may burden the
CPUs but could avoid redundant transfers of tuples across the network. We introduce track join, a new dis-
tributed join algorithm that minimizes network traffic by generating an optimal transfer schedule for each
distinct join key. Track join extends the trade-off options between CPU and network. Track join explicitly
detects and exploits locality, also allowing for advanced placement of tuples beyond hash partitioning on a
single attribute. We propose a novel data placement algorithm based on track join that minimizes the total
network cost of multiple joins across different dimensions in an analytical workload. Our evaluation shows
that track join outperforms hash join on the most expensive queries of real workloads regarding both network
traffic and execution time. Finally, we show that our data placement optimization approach is both robust and
effective in minimizing the total network cost of joins in analytical workloads.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The processing power and storage capacity of a single server machine can be large enough to fit
small to medium scale databases. Nowadays, servers with memory capacity of more than a terabyte
are not uncommon. Packing a few multi-core CPUs on top of shared non-uniform access (NUMA)
RAM provides substantial parallelism, where we can run database operations (i.e., selection scans,
sort, join, and group-by) on RAM-resident data at rates of a few gigabytes per second [2, 3, 41, 42,
51, 60, 63].
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14:2 O. Polychroniou et al.

Database research has also evolved to catch up to the hardware advances. Fundamental design
rules of the past on how a DBMS should operate are now being revised due to their inability to
scale and achieve good performance on modern hardware. Special purpose databases are now
popular against the one-size-fits-all approach [56], while database accelerators for specific types
of workloads [46] are the implicit manifestation of the same concept.

The advances in database design for storage and execution on modern hardware have not been
met by similar advances in distributed parallel database design. When the most fundamental work
on distributed and parallel databases was published [5, 19, 31], hardware advances considered
fundamental today, such as multi-core parallelism in CPUs, had not yet occurred. The database
literature includes techniques to speed up short-lived distributed transactions [56] by targeting
distributed commit protocols. However, distributed transaction performance is dominated by net-
work latency rather than throughput. Analytical queries where large-scale data exchange is in-
evitable, such as a distributed join between two large tables, remain less popular research topics
or are left for data-centric generic distributed systems for batch-processing [11, 39].

The latest network technologies can be slow relative to in-memory processing. A 40 Gbps Infini-
Band measured less than 3GB/s real data rate per node during hash partitioning. If done in RAM,
then partitioning to a few thousand outputs runs close to the memory bandwidth [42, 51, 60]. For
instance, a server with 4 8-core CPUs and 1,333MHz quad-channel DDR3 DRAM achieved a par-
tition rate of 30–35GB/s, the memory-to-memory copy bandwidth, which is more than an order
of magnitude higher than the 40 Gbps InfiniBand network. Recent work [41] achieved a hash join
rate of 6.5GB/s of 32-bit key, 32-bit payload tuples on the same hardware. Such high-end hardware
is common in marketed configurations for large-scale analytics.

Network optimization is important for both low-end and high-end hardware. In low-end plat-
forms where the network is slow compared to in-memory processing, we expect the execution time
to be dominated by the network transfers and any traffic reduction directly translates to faster exe-
cution. In high-end platforms, given that the network still cannot be as fast as the RAM bandwidth,
end-to-end execution time is improved if the reduction in network traffic is comparable with the
increase in CPU cycles.

To show how much time databases can spend on the network, we give an example of a real
workload from a large commercial vendor, using a market-leading commercial DBMS. Using 8
machines connected through 40 Gbps InfiniBand (see Section 5 for more details), we found that
the five most expensive queries spent ≈65–70% of their execution time transferring tuples over the
network and account for 14.7% of the time required to execute the entire analytical workload that
contains more than 1,500 queries. All five queries have a non-trivial query plan (4–6 joins), but
spent 23%, 31%, 30%, 42%, and 43% of their total execution time on a single distributed hash join.

1.1 A New Join Algorithm for Minimal Network Traffic

A sophisticated DBMS should have available options to optimize the trade-off between network
and CPU utilization. One solution would be to apply network optimization at a higher level treat-
ing the network as a less desired route for data transfers, without modifying the underlying algo-
rithms. These approaches are common in generic distributed processing systems [11]. A second
solution would be to employ data compression before sending data over the network. This so-
lution is orthogonal to any algorithm but can consume a lot of CPU resources without always
yielding substantial compression. A third solution is to create novel algorithms for database op-
erator evaluation that minimize network communication by incurring local processing cost. This
approach is orthogonal and compatible with compression and other higher level network transfer
optimizations.
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Grace hash join [12, 26] (we use the term hash join to refer to Grace hash join on network [12],
rather than disk [26]) is the predominant method for executing distributed joins and uses hash par-
titioning to split the problem into shared-nothing sub-problems that can proceed locally on each
node. Partitioning both tables is independent on the number of nodes but is far from network-
optimal, because it transfers both tables over the network. Hash partitioning guarantees load bal-
ancing, but limits the probability that a hashed tuple will not be transferred over the network to
1/N on N nodes.

In this article, we first introduce track join, a novel algorithm for distributed joins that minimizes
transfers of tuples across the network. The main idea of track join is to decide where to send rows
on a key by key basis using information about where records of the given key are located. Track
join has the following properties: it (i) is orthogonal to data-centric compression, (ii) can co-exist
with semi-join optimizations, (iii) does not rely on favorable schema properties, such as foreign
key joins, (iv) is compatible with both row-store and column-store organization, and (v) does not
assume favorable pre-existing tuple placement. We implement track join to evaluate the most
expensive join operator in the most expensive queries of real workloads. We found that track join
reduces the network traffic significantly over known methods, even if pre-existing data locality is
removed and all data remain compressed form throughout the join.

1.2 Optimizing the Data Placement for Analytical Workloads

To reduce the network traffic when executing distributed hash joins, existing systems co-partition
frequently joined tables by their join attribute. This approach, however, is limited to one attribute
per table, unless the tables are physically copied. Consequently, when a table is involved in mul-
tiple joins using different join attributes, the network cost of subsequent joins is unaffected. For
example, in a workload with two joins R �A S and R �B T , if we hash partition tables R and S
on attribute A, then the network cost of R �A S is zero, but the network cost of R �B T is not
reduced, unless attributes A and B on table R are highly correlated. Even when the two columns A
and B are correlated, manual work is often required to identify such correlation and partition the
data properly. Such problems are common for typical online analytical processing (OLAP) query
workloads using the star schema, where joins occur between the attributes of a large fact table
and multiple dimension tables and each join uses a different attribute (or set of attributes in case
of composite keys) of the fact table.

The locality-sensitive property of track join gives us the opportunity of tuning the data place-
ment to create locality on purpose. For a workload where distributed joins take a significant
amount of time, track join makes it possible to optimize the network cost for each distinct key
independently, providing more flexibility than explicitly co-partitioning by hashing specific join
attributes. Here, we consider a typical data warehouse where the expensive joins occur between
the fact table and multiple dimension tables, and study how to place the data in a way that re-
duces the cost of subsequent track joins with all dimension tables using different attributes per
dimension.

Here, we propose a data placement optimization algorithm that reduces the network traffic
of distributed joins in an OLAP workload, provided that we use track join instead of hash join.
Our approach focuses on optimizing high cardinality keys over low cardinality keys, as well as
more frequently selected keys over less frequently selected keys. Rather than blind horizontal
partitioning, we place high cardinality, frequently selected keys together, localizing a large portion
of the distributed query execution.

The data placement optimization is executed while queries are running on the cluster. The
operation runs (mostly) separately from the nodes executing the queries to be transparent. We
use statistics provided by queries, such as selectivity or join frequency. Once the optimized data
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Fig. 1. Example of network transfers in hash join and track join per distinct join key. Vertically aligned R and

S boxes are executed on the same node. The numbers in the boxes denote the network cost for transferring

the tuples from that node.

placement has been adopted, we restart the process using more recent statistics to accomodate
either a temporal shift in the tables accessed and joined, or to optimize the placement of new data
inserted in the dataset.

The core idea consists of two steps. The first step clusters matching tuples to a subset of nodes,
while maintaining load balancing. We create mappings from all distinct join keys to nodes and
use it to place dimension table tuples. However, we still have multiple potential placements for
fact table tuples, since join keys across different attributes can be mapped to different nodes. The
second step finalizes the placement of fact table tuples, by picking from the potential mappings
per join key combination the one that minimizes the total network cost of all distributed joins in
the workload.

We evaluate our data placement algorithm using the TPC-H benchmark [9], including skew [7],
and show that our approach significantly reduces the total network cost of joins across multiple
dimensions.

1.3 Paper Organization

Section 2 describes the track join algorithm, presenting three variants starting from the simplest.
In Section 3, we discuss query optimization costs for track join, tracking-aware hash joins, and
semi-join filtering. We describe the data placement optimization in Section 4. Section 5 presents
our experimental evaluation using both synthetic and real workloads. In Section 6, we discuss
related work and conclude in Section 7.

2 TRACK JOIN

Formally, the problem under study is the general distributed equi-join. The input consists of tables
R and S split arbitrarily across N nodes. Every node can send data to all other nodes and all links
are considered to have the same network bandwidth.

The main idea of track join is to logically decompose the entire join into single key joins for
each distinct join key and to schedule tuple transfers independently for each key. We present
three versions of track join gradually evolving in complexity, as shown in Figure 1, along with the
traditional hash join between tables R and S . In hash join, we assume the hash destination is the
fifth node. For the purpose of transfer scheduling, all track join variants employ a tracking phase
first to gather information on tuple distributions, which is not shown in the figure.

The first version of track join (2-phase track join) discovers network locations that have at least
one matching tuple for each unique key. We then pick one side of the join and broadcast each tuple
to all locations that have matching tuples of the other table for the same join key. We use the term
selective broadcast for this process. In the 2-phase track join example in Figure 1, we selectively
broadcast R to matching S tuple locations.

The second version of track join (3-phase track join) gathers not only a boolean indicator
whether a node has tuples of a specific join key or not but also the total size of these tuples.
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Using this information at runtime, we pick the cheapest side to be selectively broadcast, a decision
taken independently for each distinct join key. In Figure 1, 3-phase track join chooses the opposite
direction to 2-phase track join, since it is cheaper.

The third and full version of track join (4-phase track join) generates an optimal join schedule
for each distinct key achieving minimum payload transfers, without hashing or broadcasting. The
schedule migrates tuples from one table to potentially fewer nodes, before selectively broadcasting
tuples from the other table. In the example above, the 4-phase track join first migrates R tuples to
a single node and then selectively broadcasts S tuples, leading to minimal network cost.

Next, we describe the detailed track join algorithms using a pipelined approach. We assume
three processes (R, S operating on tables R and S , respectively, and T that generates schedules)
running simultaneously on every node. A non-pipelined approach is also possible (see Section 5).

2.1 2-Phase Track Join

The 2-phase track join is the simplest version of track join. The first phase is the tracking phase,
and the second phase is the selective broadcast phase.

In the tracking phase, both R and S are projected to their join key and sent over the network.
The destination is determined by hashing the key, in the same way that hash join sends tuples. Du-
plicates are redundant and are eliminated. At every destination node, a processT receives unique
keys and stores them alongside the id of the source node.

In the second phase, we only transfer tuples from one table. Choosing whether to send R tuples
to S tuple locations, or S tuples to R locations, has to be decided by the query optimizer before
the query starts executing, similar to the traditional inner-outer relation distinction of hash join.
Assume that we transfer R tuples. For a particular join key, its corresponding processT first sends
messages to each location with matching R tuples. The message contains the key and a list of
matching S tuples’ locations. Given a list of tracked S locations, R tuples are selectively broadcast
to only such locations, instead of all nodes in the network, and are joined locally by process S .

For clarity, we next present the pseudocode for processes R, S , and T separately. A distributed
barrier is used to synchronize all processes, indicating the boundary between two phases. The
algorithmic display convention used throughout this section intentionally shows types next to
variables when their values are being assigned. Unless a new value assignment is explicitly writ-
ten, the variable was previously assigned a value now used as an input parameter. The type keyR |S
refers to the join key type for both R and S , payloadR and payloadS refer to R and S tuples, respec-
tively, excluding the join key.

Algorithm 1 describes processR of 2-phase track join that selectively broadcasts tuples from table
R. In the first phase, it distributes the distinct keys to processT s at destination nodes determined
by hashing. In the second phase, it receives from processT a list of matching S locations for each
distinct key, and transfer the R tuples to these locations.

Algorithm 2 describes processS during 2-phase track join. Note that the algorithm is similar
to processR in the first phase but is different in the second phase. When R tuples are transferred
(selective broadcast of R to S), the processR sends the payloads in the second phase, while the
processS receives the R tuples and joins them locally. The inverse would happen if S tuples were
transferred.

Finally, Algorithm 3 presents processT . In the tracking phase, it receives the join keys from
both R and S and aggregates node locations for every key. In the second phase, it distributes the
broadcast locations, so that R tuples are actually transferred by processR and joined by processS .

The tracking phase of 2-phase track join resembles a hash join on the join keys, after eliminating
duplicates. The selective broadcast phase resembles a broadcast join, since only the tuples of one
table are transferred over the network. However, compared to a broadcast join that sends the R
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ALGORITHM 1: 2-Phase Track Join: processR − R to S

1 TR ← {}
2 for all 〈keyR |S k , payloadR pR 〉 in table R do

3 if k not in TR then

4 n ← hash(k) mod N

5 send k to processT n

6 TR ← TR ∪ 〈k , pR 〉
7 barrier

8 while any processT nT sends do

9 for all 〈keyR |S k , processS nS 〉 from nT do

10 for all 〈k , payloadR pR 〉 in TR do

11 send 〈k , pR 〉 to nS

ALGORITHM 2: 2-Phase Track Join: processS − R to S

1 TS ← {}
2 for all 〈keyR |S k , payloadS pS 〉 in table S do

3 if k not in TS then

4 n ← hash(k) mod N

5 send k to processT n

6 TS ← TS ∪ 〈k , pS 〉
7 barrier

8 while any processR nR sends do

9 for all 〈keyR |S k , payloadR pR 〉 from nR do

10 for all 〈k , payloadS pS 〉 in TS do

11 commit 〈k , pR , pS 〉

ALGORITHM 3: 2-Phase Track Join: processT − R to S

1 TR |S ← {}
2 while any processR or any processS nR |S sends do

3 for all 〈keyR |S k〉 from nR |S do

4 TR |S ← TR |S ∪ 〈k , nR |S 〉

5 barrier

6 for all distinct keyR |S k in TR |S do

7 for all 〈k , processR nR 〉 in TR |S do

8 for all 〈k , processS nS 〉 in TR |S do

9 send 〈k , nS 〉 to nR

tuples to all nodes, track join selectively broadcasts the R tuples to nodes that are known to contain
matching S tuples. For instance, consider a join with two equally sized tables with unique join keys
and high join selectivity. The total cost of track join would be the cost of the tracking phase plus
the size of the smallest table min( |R |, |S |), taking into account the average payload size times the
number of tuples. In the same scenario, a broadcast join would cost (N − 1) ·min( |R |, |S |), and a
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hash join would cost (N − 1)/N · ( |R | + |S |). The (N − 1)/N factor accounts for the 1/N probability
that a tuple is sent to the same node, thus does not incur network cost. Having entirely unique
keys maximizes the cost of the tracking phase to wkey/(wkey +wpayload ) times that of hash join,
wherewkey andwpayload are the key and payload widths. As long aswkey < wpayload and the key
is smaller than half of the tuple, track join will transfer less data than hash join.

2.2 3-Phase Track Join

The 3-phase track join improves over 2-phase track join, by deciding whether to broadcast R
tuples to the locations of S tuples, or vice versa. The decision is taken while executing the join,
independently for each distinct join key. To decide which selective broadcast direction is cheaper,
we need to know how many tuples will be transferred in each case. We gather this information
during the tracking phase. Instead of only tracking nodes with at least one matching tuple, as
done in 2-phase track join, here we also track the number of matches for each distinct join key
per node. Thus, we know not only which nodes have matching tuples per join but also how many
tuples. To generalize for tuples of variable length, we use the sum of the widths of the matching
tuples per node, rather than a single count of matching tuples.

Algorithm 4 shown below, describes the processing of R tuples during 3-phase track join. The
algorithms for processing R and S are identical in 3-phase track join. The additional step over 2-
phase track join is the count aggregation of the join keys. The unique join keys and the aggragated
counts are then hash partitioned over the network. Duplicate key elimination is implicit in the
aggregation. Note that the first of the two barriers can be omitted here, since the first phase sends
nothing over the network. Nevertheless, we include the barrier to clarify that the tracking phase
will practically start only after the local count aggregation on each node is completed.

ALGORITHM 4: 3-Phase Track Join: processR

1 TR ← {}
2 for all 〈 keyR |S k , payloadR pR 〉 in table R do

3 TR ← TR ∪ 〈k , pR 〉
4 barrier

5 for all distinct keyR |S k in TR do

6 c ← |k in TR |
7 n ← hash(k) mod N

8 send 〈k , c〉 to processT n

9 barrier

10 while any processS or any processT sends do

11 if source is processT nT then

12 for all 〈 keyR |S k , processS nS 〉 from nT do

13 for all 〈k , payloadR pR 〉 in TR do

14 send 〈k , pR 〉 to nS

15 else if source is processS nS then

16 for all 〈keyR |S k , payloadS pS 〉 from nS do

17 for all 〈k , payloadR pR 〉 in TR do

18 commit 〈k , pR , pS 〉
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ALGORITHM 5: 3-Phase Track Join: processS

1 ... symmetric with processR of 3-phase track join ...

The improvement of 3-phase over 2-phase track join is that bi-directional selective broadcast
can distinguish cases in which moving S tuples would transfer fewer bytes than moving R tu-
ples. Because selective broadcasts occur from both directions, the algorithm for processing R and
S includes both cases. The decision whether to selectively broadcast R → S or S → R is taken in-
dependently per distinct join key, and we do not pick a single direction for the entire join. Note
that 3-phase track join also simplifies query optimization, since the join now becomes symmetric
for the two input relations.

ALGORITHM 6: 3-Phase Track Join: processT

1 barrier

2 TR |S ← {}
3 while any processR or any processS nR |S sends do

4 for all 〈keyR |S k , count c〉 from nR |S do

5 TR |S ← TR |S ∪ 〈k , nR |S , c〉

6 barrier

7 for all distinct keyR |S k in TR |S do

8 R, S ← {}, {}
9 for all 〈k , processR nR , count c〉 in TR |S do

10 R ← R ∪ 〈nR , c ·widthR 〉
11 for all 〈k , processS nS , count c〉 in TR |S do

12 S ← S ∪ 〈nS , c ·widthS 〉
13 cRS ← broadcast R to S

14 cSR ← broadcast S to R

15 if cRS < cSR then

16 for all 〈k , processR nR 〉 in TR |S do

17 for all 〈k , processS nS 〉 in TR |S do

18 send 〈k , nS 〉 to nR

19 else

20 for all 〈k , processS nS 〉 in TR |S do

21 for all 〈k , processR nR 〉 in TR |S do

22 send 〈k , nR 〉 to nS

Algorithm 6 shown above, receives the join keys, generates the transfer schedules, and drives
the bi-directional selective broadcasts. The hash partitioning of keys also distributes the matching
tuple counts used to pre-compute the selective broadcast cost. We compute the cost for both di-
rections and pick the cheapest. Then the suitable key and node-id messages are relayed to source
nodes to drive the selective broadcast.

The cost of a selective broadcast (R → S) for a single join key is shown in Algorithm 7 below.
The cost is computed at runtime and is used to determine the R → S or S → R selective broadcast
direction for each distinct join key independenty. In contrast, 2-phase track join uses the same pre-
determined direction throughout the join. The cost is the same as a Cartesian product excluding all
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nodes that have no tuples of the particular join key. We compute the total size of R tuples (rtotal ),
the size of R tuples in nodes with matching S tuples (rlocal ), the number of nodes with matching R
tuples (nR ), and the number of nodes with matching S tuples (nS ). All computed numbers refer to
a single join key. The total cost for the join key is then computed by subtracting the local R tuples
(rlocal ) from all R tuples (rtotal ). We also include the cost of sending location messages that drive
the selective broadcast. The size of these messages (M here) is the length of the join key, the length
of the node-id, and the length of the tuple count, although we discuss simple ways to reduce M
(see Section 2.4).

ALGORITHM 7: Track Join: Broadcast R to S (for single join key) (used in processT )

1 rtotal ←
∑

i |Ri | //the total size of matching R tuples

2 rlocal ←
∑

i |Ri | //the total size of matching R tuples in nodes with matching S tuples

(local sends)

3 nR ← 0 //the number of nodes with matching R tuples (excluding self)

4 nS ← 0 //the number of nodes with matching S tuples (including self)

5 for all processR |S i do

6 rtotal ← rtotal + Ri //add the total number of matching R tuples in node i

7 if Ri � 0 and i � nsel f then

8 nR ← nR + 1 //count nodes with both R and S tuples

9 if Si � 0 then

10 rlocal ← rlocal + RinS ← nS + 1

11 return rtotal · nS − rlocal + nR · nS ·M //M: the size of the schedule message

The complexity to compute the cost is O (n), where n is the number of nodes with at least one
matching tuple for the particular join key. Note that nR and nS are simply the number of R and S
nodes with matching join keys, they do not induce a higher complexity. The total number of steps
required is less or equal to the number of tuples in the join. Thus, the complexity remains in the
worst case linear, which is also the lower bound for the join operator.

2.3 4-Phase Track Join

In the full version of track join, the join is logically decomposed into single key (Cartesian product)
joins for each distinct join key. By minimizing the network cost of each Cartesian product, we re-
duce the network cost of the entire join. If we omit the cost of tracking, which cannot be optimized
in a generic way, then 4-phase track join transfers the minimum amount of payload data possible
for an early-materialized distributed join. An early-materialized join transfers the payloads while
executing the join. In contrast, a late-materialized join can still execute the join using keys and
record ids and use the record ids to transfer the payloads later.

4-phase track join extends 3-phase track join by using a more complicated scheduling algorithm
that includes a migration phase. The additional phase ensures that when tuples from one table are
selectively broadcast to matching tuple locations from the other table, we have already migrated
tuples to a subset of nodes, minimizing the total network transfers for the particular join key. Note
that track join does the scheduling of tuples transfers independently for each distinct join key, the
finest granularity level.

As shown in Figure 1, the migration phase allows tuples from one table to be moved to fewer
nodes before the selective broadcast from the other table. The schedules do not only decide which
side to selectively broadcast but also which nodes will migrate migrate to other nodes, so that the
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selective broadcast can skip nodes. Even if we end up migrating all tuples to a single node, track
join still performs better than hash join, because the destination is determined by hashing but is
the node with the most pre-existing matching tuples. Algorithm 8 describes the migration of R
tuples. Processing S is identical. The migration of tuples during 4-phase track join is transient.

Note that 4-phase track join can choose to partially migrate tuples, as shown in Figure 1. In such
a case, track join behaves quite differently from both broadcast join and hash join. Since the transfer
schedule aims to minimize the network traffic, sending most tuples to the same nodes creating
imbalance is theoretically possible. However, in practice, we did not encounter such significant
imbalance even with the skewed version of TPC-H [7], because local key imbalance will even out
over many keys. Nevertheless, in cases of extreme skew such as zipfian distributions, we can filter
the heavy hitter keys and treat them differently. This technique has already been applied on top
of hash join [48] and is compatible with track join as well.

ALGORITHM 8: 4-Phase Track Join: ProcessR

1 ... identical to the 1st phase of 3-phase track join ...

2 barrier

3 ... identical to the 2nd phase of 3-phase track join ...

4 barrier

5 while any processT or any processR sends do

6 if source is processT nT then

7 for all 〈keyR |S k , processR nR 〉 from nT do

8 for all 〈k , payloadR pR 〉 in TR do

9 send 〈k , pR 〉 to nR

10 TR ← TR \ 〈k , pR 〉

11 else

12 for all 〈keyR |S k , payloadR pR 〉 from nR do

13 TR ← TR ∪ 〈k,pR 〉

14 barrier

15 ... identical to the 3rd phase of 3-phase track join ...

ALGORITHM 9: 4-Phase Track Join: ProcessS

1 ... symmetric with processR of 4-phase track join ...

We now show the driving of the migration phase in Algorithm 10. During the migration phase,
we send key and node-id messages to source nodes to drive the migration matching tuples. Note
that we never send the same message to multiple destinations. Every node that receives a 〈k , nR〉
message, sends all R tuples with key equal to k to the node nR (and only that node). The same is
true for S tuples.

We are still missing two pieces of the puzzle to complete 4-phase track join. First, we need to
explain how to generate transfer schedules that include migration. Second, we have to prove that
these transfers schedules are optimal for single key joins.

We formalize the problem of network traffic minimization for a single key (Cartesian product)
join, assuming for simplicity (but without loss of generality) that the plan is known to every node
and there is no need to send any location messages. Assume that xi j is the binary decision of
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ALGORITHM 10: 4-Phase Track Join: ProcessT

1 barrier

2 ... identical to the 2nd phase of 3-phase track join ...

3 barrier

4 for all distinct keyR |S k in TR |S do

5 R, S ← {}, {}
6 for all 〈k , processR nR , count c〉 in TR |S do

7 R ← R ∪ 〈nR , c ·widthR 〉
8 for all 〈k , processS nS , count c〉 in TR |S do

9 S ← S ∪ 〈nS , c ·widthS 〉
10 cRS , Smiдr ate ← migrate S & broadcast R

11 cSR ,Rmiдr ate ← migrate R & broadcast S

12 if cRS < cSR then

13 for all 〈k , processS nS 〉 in Smiдr ate do

14 n′
S
← any processS not in Smiдr ate

15 send 〈k , n′
S
〉 to nS

16 TR |S ← TR |S \ 〈k , nS , count csrc 〉
17 TR |S ← TR |S \ 〈k , n′

S
, count cdst 〉

18 TR |S ← TR |S ∪ 〈k , n′
S

, csrc + cdst 〉

19 else

20 for all 〈k , processR nR 〉 in Rmiдr ate do

21 n′
R
← any processR not in Rmiдr ate

22 send 〈k , n′
R
〉 to nR

23 TR |S ← TR |S \ 〈k , nR , count csrc 〉
24 TR |S ← TR |S \ 〈k , n′

R
, count cdst 〉

25 TR |S ← TR |S ∪ 〈k , n′
R

, csrc + cdst 〉

26 barrier

27 ... identical to the 3rd phase of 3-phase track join ...

sending R tuples from node i to node j, while yi j is the binary decision of sending S tuples from
node j to node i . |Ri | is the total size of R tuples in node i and |S j | is the total size of S tuples in
node j. Since each schedule is on a single key, we have to join every Ri data part with every S j data
part. There are three possible ways we can transfer the tuples to execute the join. One way is by
sending R tuples from i to j, setting xi j = 1. Another way is by sending S tuples from j to i , setting
yi j = 1. The last way is by sending both Ri and S j to a common third node and join them there.
In short, we need some node k , where xik = 1 and yk j = 1. Local sends do not affect the network
traffic, thus all xii and yj j are excluded from the cost.

minimize:
∑

i

∑

j�i

xi j · |Ri | + yi j · |S j | subject to: ∀i, j
∑

k

xik · yk j ≥ 1

We solve the traffic minimization problem by allowing tuples to be migrated before the selective
broadcasts. Before the R → S selective broadcast, we migrate S tuples, by testing how the cost of
the selective broadcast is affected. Since the mechanism allows only S tuples to be transferred,
we can easily decide whether the S tuples of some node should stay in place, or be transferred
somewhere with more S tuples. Also, the destination can be any node that has S tuples (that will
not be migrated), thus deciding the destination node is not an issue. The cost of the selective
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ALGORITHM 11: Track Join: Migrate S and Broadcast R (for single join key) (used in processT )

1 rtotal , rlocal ,nR ,nS ← 0 //same as in Algorithm 7

2 cmax ← 0 //the most matching tuples on a node with some S tuples

3 for all processR |S i do

4 rtotal ← rtotal + Ri

5 if Ri � 0 and i � nsel f then

6 nR ← nR + 1

7 if Si � 0 then

8 rlocal ← rlocal + Ri

9 nS ← nS + 1

10 if Ri + Si > cmax then

11 cmax ← Ri + Si

12 imax ← i //the node with the most matching tuples and some S tuples

13 c ← rtotal · nS − rlocal + nR · nS ·M
14 Smiдr ate ← {} //the set of nodes that will migrate S tuples

15 for all processR |S i do

16 if Si � 0 and i � imax then

17 Δ← Ri + Si − rtotal − nR ·M
18 if i � isel f then

19 Δ← Δ +M

20 if Δ < 0 then

21 c ← c + Δ

22 Smiдr ate ← Smiдr ate ∪ {i}

23 return c,Smiдr ate

broadcast is considered alongside the cost of migration. If migrating tuples from a node n reduces
the selective broadcast cost but increases the total cost, then the migration from node n is rejected.

Algorithm 11 shown above, computes the optimal schedule of S tuple migration followed by
the R → S selective broadcast. The key and node-id messages have size m. We first compute the
cost of the selective broadcast R → S . Then, we iterate over every S node with matching tuples
and check whether migrating the S tuples would reduce the overall cost, since we will have to
selective broadcast to one less node later. The decision can be taken greedily without considering
other nodes. Since we consider each node with matching tuples once, the schedule generation
algorithm is in the worst case linear to the number of matching tuples, not the number of nodes.

Theorem 2.1. We can generate optimal selective broadcast R → S schedules for single key joins by

migrating S tuples, in linear time to the number of R and S tuples.

Proof. We want to compute a set of nodes Smigrate ⊆ S , where any node i in Smigrate migrates
local matching tuples. Observe that the migration destination does not affect the network cost,
thus, can be any node in S \ Smigrate. Let mi be the binary decision whether node i keeps all local
matching S tuples (mi = 0⇔ i ∈ S \ Smigrate) or migrates them (mi = 1⇔ i ∈ Smigrate). The cost of
migrating selective broadcast from R to S is

(∑
|Ri |
)
·
(
1 −
∑

mi

)
−
(∑
|Ri | ·mi

)
+
(∑
|Si | ·mi

)
.

The
∑ |Ri | term is the total size of R tuples, the

∑
(1 −mi ) is the number of locations with S tuples,

the
∑ |Ri | · (1 −mi ) are the R tuples that were local during broadcast and

∑ |Si | ·mi is the cost of
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Fig. 2. Example of 4-phase track join optimal schedule generation per distinct join key.

migrating S tuples. Since
∑ |Ri |(≡ R) and

∑ |Si |(≡ S ) are independent of allmi , the formula can be
minimized by checking eachmi independently. Finally, since Smiдr ate cannot contain all nodes, we
never consider adding the node i with the largest |Ri | + |Si | (and |Si | > 0) in Smiдr ate (mi = 0). �

Theorem 2.2. The cheapest between the two optimized (using migrations) selective broadcast di-

rections (R → S or S → R) is (equivalent to) the schedule with minimum network traffic for single key

joins.

Proof. Given a computed Smiдr ate , migrating any R tuples never reduces the cost. Assume we
migrate R tuples from node x to node y. If y ∈ S \ Smiдr ate , then the cost remains the same, as we
moved the R tuples from node x once (+|Rx |), but now they are local to the S tuples at node y, and
we can skip node y during the selective broadcast (−|Rx |). If y ∈ Smiдr ate , then we increase the
cost of the migrating phase by |Rx |, but the cost of the selective broadcast remains the same. �

What the last proof means is that the migrate and broadcast mechanism is sufficient to generate
optimal schedules for single key joins. There are no plans that would migrate data from both tables
with a lower network cost. Similarly, there are no other tuple transferring mechanisms that can
achieve a lower network cost, without taking into account the cost of the tracking phase. Thus,
the mechanism of 4-phase track join is sufficient to minimize the network traffic at the finest
granularity possible.

In Figure 2, we show an example of 4-phase track join schedule generation for a single key. We
start from the cost of selective broadcast and check for each node whether migrating all matching
tuples reduces the cost. As shown, nodes with no matching tuples per distinct join key are not
considered at all.

The time to generate each schedule depends on the number of tuples per join key. The input is
an array of triplets: key, node-id, and tuple size. If a node does not contain a key (tuple size of 0),
then the triplet is not generated at all. Thus, scheduling is in the worst case linear to the number
of input tuples from both tables.

Note that track join is a greedy algorithm, thus we use the term minimal, rather than minimum,
to refer to the network traffic optimization. While we proved that the amount of payload data
transferred is indeed minimum, we cannot always guarantee the same overall, since the tracking
phase cannot be optimized. We cannot optimize the tracking phase, since we have yet no informa-
tion about where matching tuples are located per join key. The tracking phase can be considered as
a hash join using the unique join keys, and we have no information in order reroute any network
transfers until the tracking phase is completed.

Using multiple threads is essential to achieve good performance on all CPU intensive tasks,
even when the complexity is linear. The optimization becomes more important if the data remain
main-memory resident throughout the join. Track join allows all in-process operations across keys
to be parallelized across threads freely, since all local operations combine tuples with the same
join key only. Recent work showed that dynamic thread sharing [28] is essential to achieve good
performance when multiple operators are pipelined. Such techniques are usable in track join.
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Finally, while the algorithmic descriptions of track join in this section implement track join by
pipelining different operators, track join can also be implemented by fully separating the steps.
Each step would materialize the results in memory to be used by the following step, similar to
how in-memory column-oriented query engines operate. In such an implementation, there is no
need to separate processes R, S , and T , as they will run in successive steps and not in parallel.
Note that each step can still be implemented using multiple threads internally. We will use such
an implementation in the experimental evaluation of track join (see Section 5).

2.4 Traffic Compression

Track join, as described so far, makes absolutely no effort to reduce the data footprint by compress-
ing the data before sending them over the network. Modern analytical database systems employ
distinct column value dictionaries [46, 61]. The compression process can occur offline, and data
can be processed in compressed form throughout the join. In this section, we briefly discuss some
techniques that can further reduce network traffic on top of track join.

A simple compression technique is delta encoding [29, 55]. With sufficient spare CPU cycles, we
can sort all columns before sending them over the network. Track join imposes no specific message
ordering, besides the barriers between phases. The highest compression rate is likely achieved by
sorting.

A second technique is to perform partitioning at the source to create common prefixes. For
instance, we can radix partition the first bp out of b bits and pack (b−bp )-bit suffix with a common
prefix. We can tune the compression rate by employing more partition passes to create wider
prefixes. Each pass has been shown to run close to the memory-to-memory copy bandwidth [42, 51,
60]. If the column values are dictionary-encoded throughout the join, then the number of distinct
values per common prefix is maximized.

A similar optimization we can use for track join is to group the keys by node-ids. We can avoid
sending node-ids in messages with key and node-id pairs used to drive the migration and the
selective broadcast, by partitioning the pairs by node-id and sending all keys with the same node-
id destination together alongside a single node-id label.

3 QUERY OPTIMIZATION FOR TRACK JOIN

The formal model of track join is used by the query optimizer to decide whether to use track join,
hash join, or broadcast join. We prove track join superior to hash join, even after making the latter
tracking-aware using globally unique record identifiers (rids). Finally, we study how track join
interacts with Bloom filters in semi-joins.

3.1 Network Cost Model

In this section, we assume a uniform distribution of tuples across nodes. This is the worst case
for track join, since it precludes locality. Track join optimization is not limited to one specific
distribution, as we will explain shortly in this section.

The network cost of the standard hash join with early materialized payloads is

N − 1

N
· (tR · (wk +wR ) + tS · (wk +wS )),

where tR and tS are the tuple counts of tables R and S ,wk is the total width of the join key columns
used in conjunctive equality conditions, while wR and wS are the total width of relevant payload
columns projected for the later steps of the query.

To define the network cost of 2-phase track join, we first determine the cost of tracking. The
number of nodes that contain matches for each key is upper bounded by N and is t/d , in the worst
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case when equal keys are randomly distributed across nodes, where t is the number of tuples and
d is the number of distinct values. We use the terms nR ≡ min(N , tR/dR ) and nS ≡ min(N , tS/dS )
for these commonly reused quantities. We also use N = N−1

N
to exclude keys that are already in

their hash destination.
We define the input selectivity (sR and sS ) as the percentage of tuples of one table that have

matches in the other table, after applying all other selective predicates. The number of distinct
nodes with matching payloads also includes the input selectivity factor. We assume that the se-
lective predicates do not use the key column and the number of distinct keys is unaffected. Again,
we synopsize these commonly reused quantities using the terms mR ≡ min(N , (tR · sR )/dR ) and
mS ≡ min(N , (tS · sS )/dS ). A message of size wl ≡ log(N ) bits is used to encode a node location.
We also assume that destination node locations for a particular key are aggregated into an array
before their transmission over the network.

Using the terms described above, the cost of 2-phase track join is

N · (dR · nR + dS · nS ) ·wk (track R & S keys)

+dR ·mR · (wk +wl ·mS ) (transfer S locations)

+tR · sR ·mS · (wk +wR ) (transfer R→ S tuples).

For 3-phase track join, we transfer counts during tracking alongside the keys. The t/(d · s ) frac-
tion gives the average repetition of keys on each node if the distribution and node placement is
assumed to be uniform random. We use this metric to estimate how many bits to use for repre-
senting counters (or tuple widths). We refer to the counter lengths using cR ≡ log(tS/(dS · nS )) and
cS ≡ log(tS/(dS · nS )). Even if some keys occur frequently enough to exceed the maximum count,
we can still aggregate at the destination before the schedule generation. The cost of 3-phase track
join is

N · dR · nR · (wk + cR ) + dS · nS · (wk + cS ) (tracking)

+dR1 ·mR1 · (wk +wl ·mS1 ) + tR1 · sR1 ·mS1 · (wk +wR1 ) (R1 → S1)

+dS2 ·mS2 · (wk +wl ·mR2 ) + tS2 · sS2 ·mR2 · (wk +wS2 ) (S2 → R2).

In this formula, we assume the tuples are split into two separate classes R1, S1 and R2, S2. The
tuples of R1 are defined based on whether the R → S direction is less expensive than the S → R
direction at distinct join key granularity.

If the query optimizer only needs to decide which version of track join to use rather than
to estimate the actual cost, then the task is simplified singificantly. 2-phase track join suffices
when both tables have almost entirely unique keys, or one table has many more repeats per
value than the number of nodes, which is the case where a simple broadcast join would be used.
3-phase track join is preferred when we cannot estimate the cardinality of the relations and would
avoid the inner–outer table distinction. If the number of output tuiples exceeds the number of
input tuples, such as a m-n joins, then 4-phase track join should be used to generate the optimal
transfer schedules. The same is true regardless of the input, if significant pre-existing locality is
detected in the workload or if locality is generated artificially prior to executing the joins.

If the query optimizer must estimate the join cost rather than a relative comparison of available
algorithms, then we can estimate the network cost of track join by splitting the input in classes
with different degrees of correlation. For example, the R1 and R2 classes used in the cost of 3-
phase track join represent the percentages of tuples of R that are joined using the R → S (for R1),
or the S → R (for R2) selective broadcast direction. To populate the classes, we can use correlated

sampling [64], a technique that preserves the join relationships of tuples. Correleated sampling
works independently of the distribution, and can be generated off-line. The sample is augmented
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with initial placements of tuples. Besides computing the exact track join cost, we incrementally
classify the distinct join keys to correlation classes based on estimated network traffic per schedule.
The cost of 4-phase track join is shown below, using two classes for 3-phase track join (R1, S1, R2,
S2) and one for hash join (R3, S3):

N · dR · nR · (wk + cR ) + dS · nS · (wk + cS ) (tracking)

+dR1 ·mR1 · (wk +wl ·mS1 ) + tR1 · sR1 ·mS1 · (wk +wR1 ) (R1 → S1)

+dS2 ·mR2 · (wk +wl ·mS2 ) + tS2 · sS2 ·mR2 · (wk +wS2 ) (S2 → R2)

+dR3 · nR3 · (wk +wl ) + tR3 · sR3 · (wk +wR3 ) (R3 → h(k))

+dS3 · nS3 · (wk +wl ) + tS3 · sS3 · (wk +wS3 ) (S3 → h(k)).

The three correlation classes that combine hash join with 3-phase track join combine broadcasting
as well as partitioning to a common destination. If higher estimation accuracy is required, then we
can create more classes as step functions between the above. Each class is a step function between
broadcast join and hash join. By sampling join keys and gathering tracking info, we can classify a
percentage of tuples to a middle point between broadcast join and hash join. Each point assumes
that the transfer schedules for these groups of keys will have similar cost. The granularity and cost
of the analysis depends on the number of cases we are willing to discern. In cases with few nodes,
the number of possible asymmetric schedules is not too high, and we can compute a histogram for
the percentage of tuples that will execute each schedule.

Track join invests significant time working with keys compared to early materialized hash join.
By computing costs using the above models, the optimizer can choose the best join algorithm,
which, in general, depends on the relative key/payload widths, tuple counts, and join selectivity.
For instance, when the payloads are small compared with keys, track join could perform worse
than hash join in the absence of locality. Here, we present a more concrete example showing a
class of workloads where track join is strictly better than hash join.

Example 3.1. Consider a join of R and S where there is a one-to-one match for each tuple in
each table, and both tables have cardinality t = tR = tS = dR = dS . As the number of nodes scales,
limN→∞N = 1. The cost of hash join is t · (wR +wS + 2wk ). The cost of track join is 2t ·wk +

t (wk +wl ) + t (min(wR ,wS ) +wk ). AssumewR = 2wS for this example. Then the ratio of the track
join cost to the hash join cost is (wS + 4wk +wl )/(3wS + 2wk ), so that track join would be a factor
of almost 3 better when wS >> wk ,wl .

3.2 Tracking-Aware Hash Join

Late materialization is a popular approach for designing main memory databases, because it allows
for operators to be performed on the keys alone. The payloads are only accessed when needed
using rids. The technique is typically used in column stores [46, 55], where each column is stored
as a fixed width array and any column value can be accessed as an array slot. Late materialization
can also be viewed as a query optimizer decision of whether to defer payload accesses or to process
payloads alongside the keys. Interleaving late materialized operators to exploit low selectivities
is out of the scope of this article. However, since late materialization can reduce the amount of
payload traffic significantly if the following operators have low selectivity, we study its relation to
track join.

In the simple late materialized hash join, join keys are hashed, rids are implicitly generated (0
to N ), and payloads are fetched afterwards. The network cost is

N · (tR + tS ) ·wk + tRS · (wR +wS + log tR + log tS ),
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where tRS is the number of joined tuples. The join (output) selectivity is also defined as sRS =

tRS/(tR + tS ). Note that sRS can be arbitrarily higher than 1 in m-n joins. The log tR and log tS
correspond to rids.

When distributed, rids contain a local rid and a node identifier. To use the implicit tracking
information carried in an rid would be to migrate the result to the tuple location, instead of fetching
the tuples where the rid pair is. For instance, assume a join of R and S , where fetching S payloads
is costlier than R. Using the R rid, we migrate the R rid where the R tuple resides. The S tuple is
sent to the location of the R tuple, after a request with the S rid and the R destination.

Assuming that no later operation precedes payload fetching, we can further elaborate the im-
provement by redoing the join on the final destination. In the above example, we send one local
id to the R node and the local id to the S node, alongside the node id of the R node. Sending the
node id can be avoided as in track join. The payload brought from the S node will be coupled with
the join key. The R rid will access the tuple and rejoin it with the incoming tuple from the S node.
The network cost is

N · (tR + tS ) ·wk + tRS · (min(wR ,wS ) +wk + log tR + log tS ).

We prove that this approach is less effective than track join. Initially, it transfers the key column
without any duplicate elimination or reordering to allow implicit rid generation. In contrast, track
join transfers either the distinct keys of each node only, or an aggregation of keys with short
counts. Afterwards, track join performs optimal transfers overall. The rid-based hash join transfers
payloads from the shorter side to all locations of the larger side where there is a match, the same
schedule as 2-phase track join. Instead, track join resends keys, which, unless uncompressed, have
shorter representation than rids. Thus, the simplest 2-phase track join transfers less data over then
network than the tracking-aware hash join using network-global rids.

The extra cost of transferring rids is non-trivial in most cases. As shown in our experiments,
real workloads may use less than 8 bytes of payload data while globally unique rids must be at
least 4 bytes. A pair of rids from both input tables may be wider than the payloads with smaller
size, making late materialization less effective for distributed query execution compared to local
in-memory query execution.

3.3 Semi-Join Filtering

When join operations are coupled with selections, we can prune tuples both individually per table
and across tables. To that end, databases use semi-join [4, 35] implemented using Bloom filters [6],
which are optimized toward network traffic. In our analysis, we assume a two-way semi-join as in
Reference [58].

When a false positive occurs, hash join transfers the whole tuple in vain. In track join, the
matches are determined when the keys are tracked. All join keys with no matches are discarded
up front using the key projection; no location or tuples are transferred thereafter. Whereas late
materialized hash join reduces the penalty of filter errors by using key and rid pairs, track join
sends less than the key column alone.

Assuming the length per qualifying tuple in the filter to be wbf , the cost of early materialized
hash join that uses Bloom filters as an initial step is

(tR · sR + tS · sS ) · N ·wbf (broadcast filters)

+N · tR · (sR + e ) · (wk +wR ) (transfer S tuples)

+N · tS · (sS + e ) · (wk +wS ) (transfer R tuples),

where e is the relative error of the Bloom filters.
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The cost of late materialized hash join that uses Bloom filters as an initial step is

(tR · sR + tS · sS ) · N ·wbf (broadcast filters)

+N · tR · (sR + e ) · (wk + log tR ) (transfer S pairs)

+N · tS · (sS + e ) · (wk + log tS ) (transfer R pairs)

+tRS · (wR +wS + log tR + log tS ) (fetch payloads),

where tRS includes the standard output selectivity factor.
The cost of 2-phase track join that uses Bloom filters as an initial step is

(tR · sR + tS · sS ) · N ·wbf (broadcast filters)

+N · dR · (sR + e ) ·meR ·wk (track filtered R)

+N · dS · (sS + e ) ·meS ·wk (track filtered S)

+dR · sR ·mS ·wk (transfer S locations)

+tR · sR ·mS · (wk +wR ) (transfer R tuples),

wheremeR ≡ min(N , tR · (sR + e )/dR ) and similarly for meS .
The cost of broadcasting the filters may exceed the cost of sending a few payload columns for a

reasonable number of nodes N . Track join implicitly executes perfect semi-join filtering during the
tracking phase. Thus, with track join, we are more likely to not need the initial Bloom filter step
compared to both early materialized hash join, which sends all key and payload columns during
hash partitioning, and late materialized hash join, which transfers only keys and rids initially.

The advantage of the tracking phase in track join over using Bloom filters is that the tracking
phase not only prunes unmatched tuples but also determines the best node locations to transfer
matching tuples in an optimal schedule with minimal network cost, whereas using two-way Bloom
filters followed by a hash join may transfer matching tuples to a blindly chosen node location
without any collocating tuples, incurring higher network cost. In particular, if all keys participate
in the join, then there is no Bloom filter reduction at all. In contrast, track join can still save network
transmission, because it generally avoids transferring tuples with larger payloads, as shown in
Example 3.1.

4 OPTIMIZING THE DATA PLACEMENT FOR ANALYTICAL WORKLOADS

Identifying and naturally taking advantage of the pre-existing data locality is one of the advantages
of track join. However, data locality may not be naturally present in every workload. Nevertheless,
if we intentionally place tuples with the same join key to fewer nodes, we can expect track join
to take advantage of our deliberate placement. Since track join computes an optimal schedule for
each distinct join key, we have more flexibility on how to place the data, in contrast to hash co-
partitioning the tables based on their join attribute. Thus, for multiple joins with conflicting data
placement requirements, track join introduces significant opportunities for us to tune the data
placement and minimize the network traffic costs of joins for the entire workload.

4.1 Formulation and Setting

The typical relational OLAP queries denormalize a subset of the database by joining the fact table
with a subset of the dimension tables, and then summarize via group-by aggregations. The dom-
inant cost of these workloads comes from joining the large fact table and the multiple dimension
tables on different join attributes. If the workload consists of two tables only, then we can simply
distribute both tables across the nodes by hashing the join key attributes. Whenever we need to
perform the join, any matching tuples will always be collocated on the same node and the join can
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proceed locally in a shared-nothing fashion. However, this approach is not applicable if there are
multiple joins on different attributes. While we can eliminate the network cost of one distributed
join, the remaining joins will have to redistribute the tuples over the network.

Most commercial distributed database systems support hashing based placement. Some database
tuning advisors already exist to propose the best candidate [36, 47] attribute to use for the place-
ment. However, joining with any other dimension table will still incur the redistribution network
cost. Instead, if track join is used in place of distributed hash join, then there are some placements
that do not have zero network cost for any specific join, but still minimize the total network cost.

Formally, we assume our dataset contains a fact table F and δ dimension tables D1, D2,
D3, . . . ,Dδ . The tuples of F , denoted by f (k1,k2, . . . ,kδ , . . . ), have join attributes (or join keys) kj

used to join with the dimension tables and some extra payload attributes. The tuples of each D j

have the same kj join attribute and some payload attributes. Note that kj can be a composite key.
We do not consider replicated tables and assume that every table is unique. In a workload, each
dimension table D j is joined with the fact table F on attribute kj , with a weight θ j . The weight θ j

is the product of the frequency of the join F �kj
D j in the workload, with the average selectivity

applied to D j before joining with F . Naturally, some joins are executed more frequently than oth-
ers. Also, joins are often executed after selective conditions have been applied to the base tables.
For each join, we use the weight to incorporate both the frequency information and the selectivity
of selections on the dimension tables before the join.

The goal is to place the tuples across the network nodes in such a way, so that, if we use track
join to execute the distributed joins F �kj

D j in the workload, the network cost of executing the
distributed joins of the entire workload will be minimized:

minimize:
∑

network_cost (F �kj
D j ) · θ j .

Track join provides a cost model that minimizes the network cost of the cartesian product per
distinct join key. The minimization of the overall network cost can be formulated by combining
the δ track joins into a single optimization problem. In a single dimension, we presented an opti-
mal linear-time solution that minimizes the network traffic. Across multiple dimensions, however,
the problem requires a quadratic objective function with too many variables, making the holistic
approach of δ -dimension co-optimization impractical. Instead, we use the network cost of each
track join individually and, assuming a weight for each join, we minimize the total network cost
of all distributed joins in the workload (see Section 4.7.1 for non-distributed joins). An important
statistic, not visible in the formula above, is the average width of the tuples participating in the
join. Each join in the workload will project a different set of columns depending on the query.
The width of the tuple from each table participating in join, is used by track join to determine the
network cost (Algorithm 11).

The data placement optimization focuses on a single fact table and multiple dimension tables
in a star schema, which is typical for OLAP workloads. In cases where the data warehouse is
organized in a snowflake schema rather than a star schema, we can optimize the data placement
for the central star sub-schema that includes many large tables. Reducing the cost of joining such
large tables is crucial to achieve low overall cost. As we demonstrate in Section 5.3, simply co-
partitioning the fact table with first-level dimension tables, or more advanced reference partitioning

[16] where chains of tables linked by foreign keys are co-partitioned, will incur much higher total
cost than optimizing the data placement for the central star schema.

The data placement algorithm proceeds in four steps. In the first step (Section 4.2), we group
the entire fact table using all join attributes (k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ), count the number of tuples per group,
and send the aggregates to a special node, the optimization node, separate from the N cluster
nodes. The optimization node then sorts the join key combinations by frequency. In the second
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phase (Section 4.3), we place fact table tuples with the matching kj values together. In the third
step (Section 4.4), we refine the mapping based on the total cost of all joins, using the key-by-
key examination of track join. In the final step (Section 4.5), we distribute the mapping from the
optimization node to the N cluster nodes and relocate the data.

The process described above is executed while other queries are running. Most steps take place
on the separate optimization node that must have enough memory to store all distinct combi-
nations of join attributes of the fact table tuples. To be effective, the optimization must have a
global view of all the join key combinations. Local optimizations on individual nodes diminish
the network cost benefits. Nevertheless, we consider the data placement optimization as an offline
process that runs on the optimization node while queries are running in the N cluster nodes. The
process is repeated periodically, every time supplemented with updated statistics used to com-
pute the weights θ j and the payloads of each join. In Section 4.7.2, we explain in more detail what
statistics have to be maintained and how they are used in the data placement optimization.

4.2 Step 1: Accumulate the Join Key Combinations

The first step gathers information from the cluster nodes and prepares for computing the optimized
placement. In this step, we group the fact table tuples using all join attributes and compute a
count for each group. This operation happens in all compute nodes in parallel. The resulting key
combinations and counts are sent to the optimization node. The optimization node re-aggregates
the tuples resulting in a table of (k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ) tuples with a count c per tuple. The optimization
node then sorts the key combinations in decreasing order of c . Prioritizing key combinations with
high counts allows for more effective clustering as discussed in Section 4.3. If the frequency counts
are almost the same (for example, all key combinations are unique), then the sorting step can be
omitted completely.

While the optimization node re-aggregates the counts per join key combination of each compute
node, we also maintain a set of nodes that have matching tuples for each combination. We do
not need to store the exact number of tuples per node; only the nodes that have one more such
combinations. When the placement is decided later, we will use this information to distribute the
placement information for each join key combination back to the subset of cluster nodes in order
for the data to be relocated.

4.3 Step 2: Mapping by Clustering

This step analyzes the key combinations obtained in the previous step and tries to cluster correlated
fact table tuples together, if they have the same value in some join attribute. If the fact table tuples
with the same join key value are collocated in a few node locations, rather than scattered across
many nodes, then track join can exploit such locality to reduce network traffic. If these tuples are
also collocated with the matching dimension table tuples, then the single key joins can be executed
entirely at local nodes.

For the output of this step, we create several mappings that maintain the placement information
for the fact and dimension tables. For the fact table F , this step generates a mapping P that maps
each join key combination (k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ) to some node location n ∈ [0,N ). For every dimension
table D j , this step generates a mapping Mj that maps each distinct join key value kj to some node
location n. These mappings are later used to relocate the data. In addition, as a preparation for
the next step where the mapping P is refined using the cost model of track join, we also need to
know the counts for each distinct join key at every node location. For each dimension table D j ,
we use an arrayCj to store the counts, tracking the number of tuples we will place on each of the
N cluster nodes following the mappings.
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Algorithm 12 describes how we generate the mappings for clustered tuples. Initially, the map-
pings P and Mj are empty, and the count arrays are cleared with zeros, Cj [kj ][n]← 0 for every
distinct kj and n ∈ [0,N ). We scan through the join key combinations, which are sorted by fre-
quency, and map each combination to a node. For each join key kj in the key combination, we
search the mapping Mj . If kj already exists in Mj and maps to some node n, then we add n to the
set of possible node locations (i.e., locations). If there is no possible locations for the key combina-
tion, then we pick any node at random. Otherwise, we pick one of the nodes found in the locations
at random. We then set the mappings to n for evey kj that has not been seen before, so that key
combinations (k ′1,k

′
2, . . . ,kj , . . . ) that appear later can be potentially placed at the same node with

the current key combination, thereby collocating tuples with join key kj . This mapping creates a
cascading effect that clusters joining tuples to the same node. Key combinations processed earlier
are likely to collocate with multiple kj values, since the kj values have not been mapped before.
Key combinations processed later have a larger chance that all kj has been mapped, thus such
tuples can only collocate with tuples from one of the dimensions. Since we iterate through the
key combinations in decreasing order of their counts, we essentially cluster more fact table tuples
together. For each kj , the count at the chosen node location is also updated with the count of the
current key combination c .

ALGORITHM 12: Mapping by Clustering

1 for key combination (k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ) and its count c do

2 locations ← ∅
3 for 0 ≤ j < δ do

4 if kj ∈ Mj then

5 locations ← locations ∪ {n}

6 if locations � ∅ then

7 n ← any ∈ locations
8 else

9 n ← any ∈ [0,N )

10 P[(k1,k2, . . . ,kδ )]← n

11 for 0 ≤ j < δ do

12 if kj � Mj then

13 Mj [kj ]← n

14 Cj [kj ][n]← Cj [kj ][n] + c

The time complexity of this step isO (dF · δ ), where dF is the number of distinct join key combi-
nations that we examine. The number of possible mappings per join key combination cannot ex-
ceed either the number of dimensions δ or the number of nodes N . The algorithm is non-parallel,
since the join key mappings Mj are updated per join key combination and must remain globally
unique. Parallelizing this step requires pre-partitioning the workload on the join key combinations,
but it diminishes the benefits.

For each dimension table, this step generates a Mj mapping from a key value kj to a node
location. These mappings do not change after this step and will guide the relocation of dimension
table tuples.

4.3.1 Encoding Join. Note that the mapping Mj can also be implicitly used as a hash function
for executing a hash join. The size of this hash function representation is proportional to the
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number of distinct join keys. To avoid storing this representation repeatedly on every node, we
can use surrogate keys that encode the node location information, in place of the original keys.
Consider an example where 64 nodes are used in the system, and each key takes up 32 bits. Then,
we can use 6 bits in the surrogate key to represent its location (i.e., the node where the record
should be after hashing) and use the remaining bits as a counter to distinguish the keys at the
same location. Using this encoding, we can derive the hashed location of a key directly from its
value, without consulting the actual hash function mappings. Thus, the repetitive space overhead
for hash function representations is eliminated.

To execute a join under this encoding scheme, we would simply decode the join key value of a
fact table tuple, and send the tuple to the decoded location if it is not the local node. The dimension
table tuples are already placed at the mapped locations, so they can be joined directly. We call this
approach encoding join. Since encoding join is aware of matching tuple locations by decoding the
join keys, it is similar to a 2-phase track join, which obtains the location information via a tracking
phase. But encoding join does not have the other benefits of 3-phase and 4-phase track joins. In
our experiments, we show that without using track joins, encoding join can also achieve much
lower cost than the hash join with a standard hash function.

4.4 Step 3: Mapping Refinement

In this step, we refine the placement P of key combinations created in the previous step. Each
combination has multiple potential mappings to nodes. In the previous step, we chose randomly.
Track join gives us a cost model for the network cost of each cartesian product in each join. We
can compute the total track join cost for all potential mappings and pick the placement with the
minimum total cost for a key combination.

The refinement algorithm is shown in Algorithm 13. For each key combination, we reconsider
the possible node locations Mj [kj ] that collocates the fact table tuples with dimension tuples from
at least one dimension. For every such location, we compute the total cost of the δ single key joins
on k1,k2, . . . ,kδ , and choose the node location with the lowest cost as the final mapping for the
key combination. For a particular join key kj , the function network_cost computes the minimal
network cost of the cartesian product join on this key.

To compute the minimum cost, network_cost needs the placement information and tuple
widths. The placement of the dimension table tuple is given by the mappingMj , and the placement
of fact table tuples across the N nodes is given by the count arrayCj . Note that the cost of a single
key join on kj involves not only the key combination under consideration, but all fact table tuples
with matching kj . Since we have accumulated the counts at the previous step, we can now simply
adjust the counts between new and old node locations to obtain the updated count distribution for
a single join key. ThewFj

andwD j
parameter is the average width of fact table F or dimension table

D j tuples, as projected from each table before the F �kj
D j join. Note that each query will project

a different subset of attributes. Using such information, the function network_cost computes the
minimum cost of a single key join using Algorithm 11 and its symmetric version that swaps the
tables for migration and broadcasting.

The time complexity of the network_cost function is linear to the number of nodes where
we will place matching kj tuples. Nodes with zero such tuples are completely omitted as in track
join. The number of possible mappings per join key combination cannot exceed either the number
of dimensions δ or the number of nodes N . The total time complexity is O (dF ·min(N ,δ ) · δ ·
min(N , tF /dD j

)), where dF is the number of distinct key combinations, tF is the number of tuples
in the fact table F , and dD j

is the average number of distinct join key values of a dimension table.
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ALGORITHM 13: Mapping Refinement

1 for key combination (k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ) and its count c do

2 locations ← ∅
3 for 0 ≤ j < δ do

4 locations ← locations ∪ {Mj [kj ]}
5 if |locations | > 1 then

6 costmin ← +∞
7 nold ← P[(k1,k2, . . . ,kδ )]

8 for nnew ∈ locations do

9 cost ← 0

10 for 0 ≤ j < δ do

11 Cj [kj ][nold ]← Cj [kj ][nold ] − c
12 Cj [kj ][nnew ]← Cj [kj ][nnew ] + c

13 cost ← cost + network_cost(F �kj
D j ,Mj [kj ],Cj [kj ],wFj

,wD j
) · θ j

14 Cj [kj ][nnew ]← Cj [kj ][nnew ] − c
15 Cj [kj ][nold ]← Cj [kj ][nold ] + c

16 if cost < costmin then

17 costmin ← cost

18 nmin ← nnew

19 for column 0 ≤ j < δ do

20 Cj [kj ][nold ]← Cj [kj ][nold ] − c
21 Cj [kj ][nmin]← Cj [kj ][nmin] + c

22 P[(k1,k2, . . . ,kδ )]← nmin

4.5 Step 4: Relocating the Data

The last step of data placement is to relocate the data across the N compute nodes in a transparent
way to query execution. The output of the previous phase is a placement for all key fact table join
key combinations as well as for dimension tuples. During step 1 (Section 4.2), each cluster node
sent key combinations and counts to the optimization node and the optimization node stored the
nodes with matching fact table tuples.

To avoid sending the key combinations as well as the node destination, we could use the same
order at which the optimization node received the data. This operation is mainly sequential, and
we can even use secondary storage beyond main memory in the optimization node. The same is
true for the N cluster nodes, which can sequentially store the key combinations in an array and
receive the new node placement from the optimization node in the same order without sending
any key combinations.

To relocate the dimension tables, we can send the kj keys in any order and receive their place-
ment from the optimization node in the same order using Mj . We can also use the hash(kj ,N )
node for the matching, similarly to track join. For the fact table, we can track the placement of
each join key combination using the hash(k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ,N ) node that will relay the information
of the destination node back to the source nodes.

Relocating the data needs to be transparent to query execution. After a new data placement
is determined, we have to shuffle (copy) the data across all compute nodes but can pause the
process while expensive queries are running. Once the shuffling is completed, we can execute all
new incoming queries using the new data placement. Once all queries using the old placement
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Table 1. Data Placement of Tuples (Denoted by their Join Keys) after Step 2

Table Key columns Node 0 Node 1

F A, B (a1,b1), (a3,b3), (a3,b2) (a2,b2), (a2,b2), (a2,b2), (a1,b2)
D1 A a1, a3 a2

D2 B b1, b3 b2

Table 2. Network Cost Per Data Placement of Key Combination (a1,b2) During Step 3

Key Table
(a1, b2) placed on node 0 (a1, b2) placed on node 1

Node 0 Node 1 Cost Node 0 Node 1 Cost

a1
F (a1,b1), (a1,b2) –

0
(a1,b1) (a1,b2)

1
D1 a1 – a1 –

b2
F (a1,b2), (a3,b2) 3 ∗ (a2,b2)

1
(a3,b2) (a1,b2),

3 ∗ (a2,b2)
1

D2 – b2 – b2

are completed, we can safely delete it and rerun the data placement optimization including more
recent statistics and new inserts.

4.6 Example

We now show a small example to illustrate how the two basic steps of the algorithm work. Assume
a scenario with 3 tables F ,D1, andD2, joined on attributesA (F �A D1) andB (F �B D2). Dimension
table D1 has 3 tuples with join keys: a1, a2, a3. Dimension table D2 also has 3 tuples with join keys:
b1, b2, b3. The fact table F consists of 7 tuples with the following 5 combinations of join keys:
(a1,b1), (a2,b2), (a3,b3), (a1,b2), (a3,b2), 3 tuples with (a2,b2) join keys, and 4 distinct tuples with
the other join keys.

We first group the fact table tuples by join attributes and accumulate their counts (Section 4.2).
We find the count for (a2,b2) is 3 while other counts are 1. We therefore sort the key combinations
by their cadinality and will place (a2,b2) tuples first. Assuming the order of other key combinations
remains unchanged, we can use the this order to place them across nodes (Section 4.3). The map-
pings MA and MB are initially empty and thus the key combinations (a2,b2), (a1,b1), (a3,b3) will
each be placed randomly. Let us assume for this example that we have two nodes, and pairs (a1,b1)
and (a3,b3) are placed on the node 0, while (a2,b2) tuples are placed on node 1. The mappings are
now MA[a1] = MA[a3] = MB[b1] = MB[b3] = 0 and MA[a2] = MB[b2] = 1.

Given the mappings MA and MB , both (a1,b2) and (a3,b2) can be placed in either node. Thus,
during step 2, they will be placed randomly. Let us assume that (a3,b2) is placed on node 0 and
(a1,b2) is placed on node 1. The placement is shown in Table 1.

The key combinations (a1,b1), (a2,b2), and (a3,b3) have only one possible placement given the
values in mappings MA and MB . The (a1,b2) and (a3,b2) key combinations however, can be placed
on either node. We examine the network cost for placing (a1,b2) on both nodes in Table 2. We
show that if (a1,b2) is moved from node 1 to node 0, we reduce the network cost of the two track
joins. We assume for simplicity that all attributes have size 1. The cost of the tracking phase and
sending node-id messages are excluded. When (a1,b2) is on node 1, the track join on key a1 will
need to transfer the dimension a1 tuple from node 0 to node 1, and the track join on key b2 will
transfer the b2 tuple from node 1 to node 0 to join with (a3,b2), incurring a total network cost of 2.
After moving (a1,b2) to node 0, the single key join for a1 becomes local, so track join will save the
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cost of broadcasting the a1 dimension tuple. We then examine (a3,b2) and find that the network
cost is the same for both nodes, so we do not change its placement.

The final placement of fact table F tuples will be that node 0 has all tuples except for the 3 (a2,b2)
tuples, which are placed on node 1. Note that if the cardinality of (a2,b2) tuples is different (e.g.,
1), then for this minimal example there would appear to be skew in the distribution of records to
nodes. We expect such imbalances to even out across many keys (see Section 4.7.3 below).

4.7 Other Considerations

4.7.1 Small Tables. The data placement optimization only needs to include tables that are too
large and too costly to broadcast. Very small tables that can be broadcast across all N nodes should
not be included in the optimization, since the joins can be executed locally. The join attributes from
the fact table that are relevant to broadcast tables should be removed during the projection of the
fact table tuples in the first step. Determining which tables are to be broadcast and which are to be
distributed across the network in commercial data warehouses is commonly chosen by the user
alongside the schema. In our approach, instead of using a hash partitioning scheme on a specific
attribute to distribute the large tables, we use a global optimization that periodically relocates these
large tables to reduce the network traffic of joins.

4.7.2 Statistics. The statistics used during data placement optimization are threefold. First, we
maintain the number of times each join was executed in the workload so far and compute the
frequency of each join between the fact table and any large dimension table. Second, we maintain
the number of tuples from each dimension table D j that are participating in the join F � D j and
normalize to the average selectivity. The weight θ j for join F � D j is then the product of these two
factors. The selectivity of the fact table is harder to take into account, since the selective condition
might be on the join key or another independent column. Nevertheless, since the fact table is used
in all joins that we optimize the placement for, we can ignore the selectivity of the fact table.
Finally, we need to take into account the average width of tuples from F and D j , as projected from
the two tables before the F � D j join. The tuple width is then used to compute the network cost of
track join. Every time we repeat the process, we take advantage of more recent statistics, as well
as optimize the placement of newly inserted tuples.

4.7.3 Load Balancing. While steps 2 and 3 make no effort to guarantee load balancing across
N nodes in the output data placement, we found it to be sufficient for common data warehousing
workloads such as TPC-H, due to the randomness in choosing node locations for a particular
key. We can guarantee load balancing by keeping N counters (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) with the total size
of tuples placed on each node (both fact and dimension tuples) and instead of choosing random
nodes, choose the node with the minimum total size of tuples so far. We can also ensure that
if a node reaches a certain threshold, we do not allow any tuples to be placed. Nevertheless, in
our experiments, we found that even under skew, the dataset is relocated and load balancing is
maintained.

4.7.4 Incremental Updates. Inserting new tuples after the workload has been optimized is not
a problem. We can place the new tuples in any node of the cluster. The next iteration of the op-
timization will include the new nodes in the optimization. We do, however, need a way to locate
tuples if we need to perform updates, since neither the fact table nor the dimension tables are
partitioned by hashing a specific set of attributes. The solution to this problem is to insert new
tuples by hashing and maintain a hash table of mapping through the N cluster nodes after every
relocation of data. The location of each fact table tuple will be stored in the hash(k1,k2, . . . ,kδ ,N )
node and the location of each dimension table (D j ) tuple will be stored in the hash(kj ) node. We
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Fig. 3. Synthetic 109 unique R tuples � 109 unique S tuples (1 × 1 key matches).

will need to send two messages instead of one for each update, one to send the update to the node
that stores the location and from there to the actual location. If the data warehouse is only updated
in large batches, then the cost of this process is similar to that of a regular track join that batches
the tracking of the location of each tuple in larger operations.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our evaluation is split into three parts. First, we simulate distributed joins to measure network
traffic across encoding schemes (Section 5.1). Second, we implement and measure track join against
hash join execution times (Section 5.2). Third, we evaluate the data placement strategies based on
simulated distributed joins (Section 5.3).

5.1 Track Join Simulations

In the simulations shown in this section, we measure the total network traffic. We assume 16
network nodes and show 7 cases of distributed join algorithms: broadcast join R → S (BJ_R) and
S → R (BJ_S), hash join (HJ), 2-phase track join R → S (2TJ_R) and S → R (2TJ_S), 3-phase track
join (3TJ), and 4-phase track join (4TJ).

In the three experiments shown in Figure 3, the width ofR tuples varies between 20 and 60 bytes,
while the S tuples are fixed at 60 bytes. The key width (included in the tuple width) is always 4
bytes. The tables have equal cardinality (109) and have (both the same) unique keys. Thus, track
join selectively broadcasts tuples from the table with smaller payloads to the one matching tuple
from the table with larger payloads and 2-phase track join is sufficient to minimize the network
traffic. The distribution of both R and S keys is uniform random as is the placement across nodes.

In the general case, hash join has 1/N k probability in order for all k matching tuples to be on
the same node that matches the hash destination of the join key. For track join, this probability
is 1/N k−1, because the collocation can occur in any node. When both tables have almost unique
keys (Figure 3), the network cost gap between hash join and track join is maximized, since k ≈ 2
is the lower bound for equi-joins.

In the three experiments shown in Figure 4, we vary the tuple width ratio R and S as in
Figure 3, but we assume a foreign-key join where R has 108 unique tuples and S has 109 tuples.
The distribution of both R and S keys is uniform random as is the placement across nodes. The
match rate is 100%, thus each unique tuple in R is repeated 10 times in S . The cost of broadcasting
R is competitive and is actually better than hash join when the tuple width ratio of R to S is 1/3.
Again, the network cost is minimized using 2-phase track join that broadcasts the R tuples to all
locations with matching S tuples.

In Figure 5, we show how locality can affect track join performance. We assume R to have 200
million 30-byte tuples with unique keys and S to have 1 billion 60-byte tuples. Each distinct join
key in S is repeated 5 times but key locations follow the patterns that are specified below each
chart. The pattern 5,0,0,... denotes that all 5 key repeats are on a single node. The pattern
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Fig. 4. Synthetic 2 · 108 unique R tuples � 109 non-unique S tuples (1 × 5 key matches).

Fig. 5. Synthetic 4 · 107 unique R tuples � 2 · 108 S tuples (1 × 5 key matches).

2,2,1,0,0,... represents 2 nodes with 2 repeats of the same key and 1 node with 1 repeat.
The pattern 1,1,1,1,1,0,0,... denotes that all repeats are on different nodes. Naturally, the
nodes for placing the keys to satisfy each pattern, are chosen randomly per distinct join key. The
distribution ofR and S keys and the placement ofR tuples is uniform random. The distinct locations
of S tuples are also uniform random placing the specified number of tuples per distinct location as
discussed above. Overall, these placements are artificially generated to represent different degrees
of locality.

As shown in the left part of the result, when all repeats are collocated on the same node, regard-
less of which node that may be, track join will only transfer matching keys to a single location.
When the tuple repeats follow the 2,2,1,0,0,... pattern, still better than uniform placement,
the traffic is still reduced compared to hash join. Note that random placement collocates repeats to
some degree. Note that in the 1,1,1,1,1,0,0... pattern, track join broadcasts each unique R
tuple to the locations of the S tuples, since each R tuple is 30 bytes and each S tuple is 60 bytes,
thus transferring 5 · 30 = 150 bytes in the worst case excluding the cost of tracking. Hash join
transfers all tuples transferring 30 + 5 · 60 = 330 bytes in the worst case.

We now do the same experiment using small tables. Each table has 40 million tuples with unique
keys and repeats each key 5 times. Since each key has 5 repeats on each table, we generate 25 output
tuples per distinct join key. The datasets were generated to have the same number of output tuples
(1 billion). In Figures 6 and 7, we use 200 million tuples with 40 million distinct join keys for both
tables, thus each distinct join key produces 25 output tuples. The tuple widths are again 30 bytes
for R and 60 bytes for S . Note that in Figure 6 with no collocation, 3TJ chooses the best direction
dynamically given the tuple widths but 4TJ determines more efficient schedules. This happens
because the sets of locations per table are determined independently and can have overlaps.

The difference between Figures 6 and 7 is whether the tuples across tables are collocated. In
the first, the 5,0,0,... configuration denotes that all repeats from R are on a single node and
that all repeats from S are also on a (different) single node. We term this case, shown on Figure 6,
intra-table collocation. When same key tuples from across tables are collocated, locality is further
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Fig. 6. Synthetic 2 · 108 R tuples � 2 · 108 S tuples with 4 · 107 unique keys (5 × 5 key matches intra-table

collocated).

Fig. 7. Synthetic 2 · 108 R tuples � 2 · 108 S tuples with 4 · 107 unique keys (5 × 5 matches inter-table collo-

cated & intra-table collocated).

increased. We term this case, shown on Figure 7, inter-table collocation. When all key repeats are
collocated, track join transfers no payloads. The messages used during the tracking phase to track
the tuple locations can only be affected by the same case of locality as hash join.

We further explain the difference between intra-table and inter-table collocation with an exam-
ple. Assuming the 2,2,1,0,0... distribution with intra-table collocation, we pick three distinct
random nodes for table R to place 2, 2, and 1 tuple, respectively, and three distinct random nodes
for table S to place the S tuples. The selection of nodes is independent per table. If we also have
inter-table collocation, then we pick a single set of three distinct random nodes for both R and S .

Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the weakness of 2-phase and 3-phase track join to handle all possible
equi-joins. If both tables have values with repeating keys shuffled randomly with no repeats in the
same node, then 4-phase track join is similar to hash join. However, track join sends far less data
when the matching tuples are collocated.

Figures 3 and 4 showed that 2-phase track join is sufficient for N–1 joins without collocation. To
avoid sending N tuples of one table to 1 tuple of the other, we can pick the right side to selectively
broadcast in 2-phase track join via the optimizer or use 3-phase track join. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show
specific cases of collocation and M–N join cases. In such cases, 4-phase track join still outperforms
hash join by being able to detect and take advantage of collocation as well as ensure that M–N
joins do not behave like a broadcast join.

These cases also highlight another advantage of 4-phase track join if used for joining interme-
diate results. Because 4-phase track join always adapts either to distinct join cases (albeit being a
little less efficient than 2-phase track join), or to M–N joins, which can be very costly when they
produce intermediate results if the optimizer makes an erroneous approximation of the cost. At
the same time, if intermediate results generate locality, 4-phase track join can take advantage of it
dynamically.

The above experiments use synthetic data and a fixed number of nodes. Next, we compare the
network traffic of broadcast join, hash join, and 4-phase track join on tables from the TPC-H
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Fig. 8. Network cost of joining TPC-H tables with varying number of nodes.

benchmark [9] with varying number of nodes. Figure 8 shows the network costs of these join
methods for a foreign key join between the CUSTOMER and ORDERS tables on the 4-byte CUSTKEY
column, with scale factor = 10. The number of tuples in ORDERS is ten times as many as the number
of tuples in CUSTOMER. We randomly place all the tuples across the nodes, and use the same 96-
byte payload for both tables. As shown in Figure 8, the cost of broadcast join scales linearly with
the number of nodes, while the other join methods do not. As a result, broadcast join performs
much worse than hash join when the number of nodes is large (more than 10 nodes). Track join
behaves like a broadcast join on a small number of nodes, because of a lower broadcast cost, and
hash join incurs high cost, because it ignores the fact that many data are already collocated on
the same node (so there is no need to hash them to another node again). Track join behaves like
a hash join on a large number of nodes. This result shows that track join automatically adapts
to the number of nodes to exploit data locality for lower network cost. Note that track join is
not outperformed by hash join as the node number increases, although they seem to converge
in this particular experimental setting. In general, the costs of hash join and track join depend
on the relative payload size, number of joining tuples, and number of distinct keys. For uniformly
distibuted data as in this experiment, the models in Section 3.1 accurately reflect the network costs
and can be used to determine the better join algorithm. Example 3.1 shows a situation where track
join would outperform hash join by a large margin even as the number of nodes increases.

In the rest of our experimental evaluation for both simulation and the implementation of track
join (Sections 5.1 and 5.2), we will use queries from real analytical workloads. We did extensive
profiling among real commercial workloads with one sophisticated commercial DBMS. The com-
mercial hardware where we did the profiling is an 8-node cluster connected by 40Gbps InfiniBand.
Each node has 2X Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPUs at 2.9GHz, 256GB of quad-channel DDR3 RAM at
1600MHz, 1.6TB flash storage with 7GB/s bandwidth, and 4X 300GB hard disks at 10,000RPM.

In the next experiment, we use the slowest query (Q1) from a real workload (X ). All query plans
were generated by the same commercial DBMS. Query Q1 includes a hash join that we profiled to
take 23% of its total execution time. Details about the columns of two inputs participating in the
slowest join are shown in Table 3. They are both intermediate relations and consist of 769,845,120
and 790,963,741 tuples, respectively. The join output has 730,073,001 tuples. Overall, query (Q1)
executes 7 joins, after applying selective conditions on 4 relations, and then performs a single final
aggregation.

All columns of the Q1 join are of number type and would use variable byte encoding by default,
if left uncompressed. Sending uncompressed data over the network is expensive. Compression
helps all join algorithms reduce their network traffic, since the column values are compressed
using a global dictionary and use the minimum number of bits. Specifically for track join, we
send keys over the network more often than we do payloads. Also, the tracking phase cannot be
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Table 3. Column Details of R and S Tables Joined in Q1

R column Cardinality Bits S column Cardinality Bits

J.ID (key) 769,785,856 30 J.ID (key) 788,463,616 30
O.U.AMT 26,308,608 25 T.ID 53 6
C.ID 359 9 S.B.ID 95 7
T.B.C.ID 233,040 18 T.ID 53 6

J.T.AMT 9,824,256 24
T.C.ID 297,952 19
S.C.AMT 11,278,336 24
M.U.AMT 54,407,160 26

769,845,120 790,963,741

Fig. 9. Slowest join of slowest query (Q1) of workload X (original data placement).

Fig. 10. Slowest join of slowest query (Q1) of workload X (shuffled data placement).

optimized, since the key locations have not yet been tracked. Thus, for track join, compressing the
key columns will have a greater impact in reducing the network traffic compared to compressing
the payloads. Note that compression is orthogonal to hash join or track join and the following
figures show that both track join and hash join reduce the network traffic when the base data is
compressed but track join still outperforms hash join.

In Figure 9, we show the network traffic of the slowest join in Q1. We use three different encoding
schemes, fixed byte (1, 2, or 4 byte) encoding, fixed bit dictionary encoding, and variable byte
encoding. The variable byte encoding is base-100 and stores two decimal digits per byte. The input
of Q1 exhibits pre-existing locality, since broadcasting R transferred ≈ 1/3 of R tuples compared to
hash join. We would expect both hash join and track join to transfer the whole R table over the
network. We shuffle the placement of the tuples across the cluster to remove any data locality and
repeat the experiments in Figure 10. As expected, the network traffic increases, as we now have to
transfer most R payloads over the network. Nevertheless, track join still outperforms hash join.

In the X workload, the key columns have less than 1 billion distinct values, and thus, fit in a 32-
bit integer if dictionary encoded. However, the actual values do not fit in the 32-bit range. In some
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Fig. 11. Common slowest join in slowest queries 1–5 of X (dictionary compressed).

cases, we can effectively reduce the data width using simple compression schemes [29] that allow
fast decompression and do not require accessing large dictionaries that are unlikely to remain CPU-
cache-resident. However, dictionaries reduce the width of data types and, if sorted, can perform
equality and ordering operations with the dictionary index. Decoding arbitrary n-bit dictionary
indexes can be implemented efficiently [29, 43, 61]. However, in many operations, including non-
selective equi-joins, dictionary accesses are redundant. In our results for compressed workload X ,
we omit dictionary dereference, since the join can use the encoded values of the join keys, given
that the join key columns are encoded using the same dictionary.

Compared to the synthetic experiments, the results from the X workload exhibit a much higher
ratio of network traffic spent in the tracking phase and for control messages. This difference is
due to the size of payloads, which is much lower here. We used larger payloads in the synthetic
experiments to cover both cases, since workload X already covers small payloads.

In all experiments, we omit dictionary dereference traffic. Dictionaries are also assumed to be
compressed before the join, using the minimum number of bits required to encode the distinct
values of the intermediate relation, even if some join keys have been filtered before the join. This
is the optimal encoding scheme in cases where most keys are unique and there is specific value
ordering. If the dictionaries are not compressed after every selection, which is the expected sce-
nario, then we would still rely on the original dictionary that encodes all distinct values of original
tables. Encoding to the optimal compression before every join to achieve the minimal network
traffic is possible, but the total gain be outweighed by the total time needed to re-compress.

WorkloadX contains more than 1,500 queries and the same most expensive hash join appears in
the five slowest queries, taking 23%, 31%, 30%, 42%, and 43% of their execution time. The slowest five
queries require 14.7% of the total time required for all queries in the workload (>1500) cumulatively
and spend ≈65–70% of their time on the network. Time was measured by running the entire X
workload on the commercial DBMS we use. The hash join in all five queries operates on the same
intermediate result for the key columns, but each query uses different payloads. Queries Q2–Q5
are similar to Q1 and do 4–6 joins followed by a final aggregation step.

In Figure 11, we compare hash and track join on the slowest five queries, using dictionary coding
with the minimum number of bits, which is also the optimal compression scheme that we can apply
here. The total bits per tuple for R:S are 79:145, 67:120, 60:126, 67:131, and 69:145, respectively. The
network traffic reduction is 53%, 45%, 46%, 48%, and 52%, respectively. Here, both inputs have
almost entirely unique keys. Thus, assuming we pick the table with shorter tuples (R here) to
selectively broadcast during 2-phase track join, all track join versions have similar performance.
Note that the joins are not identical, they have minor variations in the projected columns.

In our last experiment, we use a second real workload (Y ) that has ≈90 analytical queries.
We use the slowest query in Y that executes 9 joins and isolate the most expensive hash join,
based on profiling results from the commercial DBMS. The most expensive query takes 20% of the
time required to run all queries of Y cumulatively and the hash join takes about 36% of the total
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Fig. 12. Slowest join in slowest query of workload Y using variable byte encoding.

execution time of the most expensive query. In Figure 12(a), we show the network traffic of the join
using the original data placement. In Figure 12(b), we shuffle the inputs to remove all pre-existing
locality.

The R table has 57,119,489 rows and the S table has 141,312,688 rows. The join output consists
of 1,068,159,117 rows. The data are uncompressed and use variable byte encoding. The tuples are
37 and 47 bytes wide, the largest part of which is due to a character 23-byte character column.
The large output of the query makes it a good example of high join selectivity that has different
characteristics from foreign and candidate key joins. Late materialization could cause this query
to be excessively expensive, if payloads are fetched at the output tuple cardinality.

When the input is shuffled, the 4-phase version is better than hash join, while the other versions
almost broadcast R due to key repetitions. The 2-phase track join can be prohibitive if there is no
locality, and we choose to broadcast S tuples to R tuple locations. This is due to sending S tuples to
too many nodes to match with R and is shown in Figure 12(b). The opposite broadcast direction is
not as bad but is still three times more expensive than hash join. 4-phase track join adapts to the
shuffled case and transfers 28% less data than hash join. This experiment is a good example of the
adaptiveness of track join. We need many repeated keys, since the output cardinality is 5.4 times
the input cardinality per distinct join key. The naïve selective broadcast of 2-phase and 3-phase
track join are similar to broadcasting R to all nodes.

5.2 Track Join Implementation

For the next set of experiments, we implement hash join and track join in C++ using POSIX system
calls but no extra libraries. The network communication uses TCP and all local processing is done
on RAM. We use four identical machines connected through an 1 Gbit Ethernet switch, each with
2X Intel Xeon X5550 (4 physical cores with two hardware threads per physical core) CPUs at 2.67
GHz and 24GB ECC RAM. We measured the RAM bandwidth at 28.4GB/s for reading data from
RAM, at 16GB/s for writing data to RAM, and at 12.4GB/s for RAM to RAM copying. We compile
the C++ source code using GCC 4.8 with -O3 optimization. The operating system is the Ubuntu
14.04 GNU/Linux distribution and the Linux kernel version is 3.2. In all of our experiments, we use
all 16 hardware threads of each machine.

Our platform is severely network bound, since each edge can transfer 0.093GB/s, if used exclu-
sively. Although track join was presented using a pipelined approach in Section 2, we separate
CPU and network utilization by de-pipelining all operations of track join. Thus, we can estimate
performance on perfectly balanced and much faster networks by dividing the time of network
transfers accordingly. We assume the data are initially on RAM and the join results are also ma-
terialized on RAM. If the result is too large to fit on RAM, then we overwrite the earlier parts of
output on RAM. In Table 4, we show the CPU and network use for hash join and all track join
versions.
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Table 4. CPU & Network Time of the Slowest Join of the Slowest Query of X and Y

Dataset Placement Time HJ 2TJ 3TJ 4TJ

X
Original

CPU time (s) 4.308 5.396 6.842 7.500
Network time (s) 87.754 38.857 44.432 44.389

Shuffled
CPU time (s) 4.598 6.457 7.601 8.290

Network time (s) 87.828 61.961 67.117 67.518

Y
Original

CPU time (s) 2.301 2.279 3.355 2.400
Network time (s) 30.097 10.800 11.145 10.476

Shuffled
CPU time (s) 2.331 2.635 3.536 2.541

Network time (s) 30.191 28.674 29.520 18.230

We present more details on the data encoding used in Table 4. Our implementation uses fixed
byte widths. For X , we use 4-byte keys, 7-byte Rpayloads, and 18-byte S payloads. For Y , we use
4-byte keys, 33-byte R payloads, and 43-byte S payloads. The node locations use 1 byte and the
counts use 1 byte for X and 2 bytes for Y .

Using workload X in the original order, 2-phase track join (using the R → S selective broadcast
direction) increases the CPU time by 25%, but reduces the network time by 56% compared to hash
join. 3-phase and 4-phase track join increases the CPU time by 59% and 74% without further re-
ducing the network traffic. If X is shuffled, then 2-phase track join increases the CPU time by 40%
and reduces the network time by 29%.

Using Y in the original order, 2-phase track join suffices to reduce the network time by 64%
compared to hash join without affecting the CPU time significantly. If Y is shuffled, then 2-phase
and 3-phase track join increase the CPU time without saving any network traffic, due to excessive
key repetitions. In fact, we would transfer more data than hash join, as shown Figure 12(b), if we
used more nodes, because the number of nodes is less than the key repeats. However, 4-phase track
join increases the CPU time by 9% compared to hash join but reduces the network traffic by 40%.

We can project track join performance on 10× faster network (10Gbit Ethernet) by scaling the
network time. For X , track join is ≈ 29% faster than hash join. For Y , track join is ≈ 37% faster
than hash join. Note that the hardware bundle of the commercial DBMS uses both faster CPUs (2X
8-core CPUs at 2.9GHz) and network (40Gbit InfiniBand). If the network is too fast compared to
the CPU, then track join is less useful. Still, if the network is slow, track join is likely to reduce the
total execution time, even if there is no locality in the dataset. If the dataset exhibits locality, then
track join will further increase the performance gap with hash join.

Table 5 shows the execution times (in seconds) per step for hash join. To execute hash join, we
first hash partition both tables based on the join key. Then, we transfer each partition of both tables
to the respective network node. Once the tables have been transferred over the network, each node
has keys with the same hash destination. We then sort the tables locally using MSB radix-sort
and perform a final merge-join on RAM. Thus, local joins are executed using a sort-merge-join
approach. The transfer steps that use the network are significantly slower, since the experiment
is measured on 1Gbit Ethernet. Nevertheless, since the steps are completely depipelined, we can
scale the network time for faster networks independently of the other steps.

Table 6 shows the execution times (in seconds) per step for 4-phase track join. We start by
sorting both tables locally. Then, we aggregate the tuples by key and count the number of tuples
per group, to gather the information needed in the tracking phase. We then hash partition the
keys and the counts by key and distribute them over the network. We can now merge the keys
and counts to create a mapping of matching tuples for each distinct join key. This mapping is
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Table 5. Distributed Hash Join Steps (in Seconds)

Step description
Dataset X Dataset Y

Original Shuffled Original Shuffled
Hash partition R tuples by key 0.347 0.350 0.054 0.054
Hash partition S tuples by key 0.478 0.477 0.167 0.167
Transfer R tuples 29.464 29.925 7.197 7.392
Transfer S tuples 57.199 57.142 22.550 22.945
Local copy tuples 0.115 0.115 0.039 0.039
Sort received R tuples by key 1.145 1.288 0.176 0.179
Sort received S tuples by key 1.627 1.777 0.535 0.572
Final merge-join 0.601 0.602 1.322 1.321

Table 6. 4-phase Track Join Steps (in Seconds)

Step description
Dataset X Dataset Y

Original Shuffled Original Shuffled
Sort local R tuples by key 0.979 1.300 0.182 0.182
Sort local S tuples by key 1.401 1.792 0.534 0.565
Aggregate (local) keys→ counts 0.229 0.227 0.022 0.025
Hash partitition keys & counts by key 0.373 0.372 0.011 0.018
Transfer keys & counts 26.800 27.339 0.977 1.378
Local copy keys & counts 0.034 0.034 0.093 0.001
Merge received keys & counts 0.506 0.507 0.015 0.022
Schedule & partition by node id 1.627 1.650 0.035 0.047
Transfer R → S keys & node ids 7.277 10.913 0.346 0.532
Transfer S → R keys & node ids 6.046 1.562 0.135 0.247
Local copy keys & node ids 0.016 0.016 0.000 0.000
Merge received keys & node ids 0.237 0.235 0.007 0.012
Merge-join R → S keys & node ids

0.315 0.456 0.068 0.098⇒ payloads & partition by node id
Merge-join S → R keys & node ids

0.355 0.204 0.067 0.082⇒ payloads & partition by node id
Transfer R → S tuples 2.664 27.532 6.086 9.600
Transfer S → R tuples 0.001 0.001 3.235 6.462
Local copy R → S tuples 0.067 0.017 0.007 0.009
Local copy S → R tuples 0.138 0.037 0.021 0.008
Merge received R → S tuples 0.161 0.531 0.045 0.067
Merge received S → R tuples 0.141 0.066 0.043 0.045
Final merge-join R → S 0.419 0.555 0.822 0.793
Final merge-join S → R 0.342 0.161 0.518 0.556

used to generate the schedule of transfers that minimizes the network traffic for each cartesian
product. We now transfer keys and count pairs that participate in the R → S selective broadcast
and pairs that participate in the S → R selective broadcast separately. In fact, we actually have
four cases, since each direction further splits the transferred pairs to those about migrating tuples
and those about the later selective broadcast. After the pairs are merged on each node, the keys
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are (locally) matched to their payloads and are transferred over the network. This phase includes
both migrating and selectively broadcast tuples. At the final phase, we merge the received tuples
by key and perform a final merge-join.

The approach used in Table 6 to execute 4-phase track join keeps the tables sorted by key to
ensure we remain cache-conscious and avoid relying on large hash tables that would incur large
numbers of cache misses. Furthermore, since track join needs the data grouped by key in multiple
steps, it is preferable to re-merge parts sorted by key, rather than to scatter in a new large hash
table each time. The pipelined approach that was described in Section 2 would benefit more from
using large hash tables. Still, track join cannot overlap the separate phases, pipelining occurs inside
each phase.

The scheduling cost and the local join cost vary depending on the dataset. For X , where we
have mostly unique keys, scheduling is faster than the local sort-merge-join. However, Y features
smaller inputs and a much larger output. In such a case, creating a cartesian product transfer
schedule is more expensive than local sorting, but still insignificant compared to the total execution
time. Similarly to the scheduling step, the final merge-join is much more expensive on Y , since it
creates a far larger number of output tuples compared to the inputs.

5.3 Data Placement Optimization

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of our data placement optimization algo-
rithm (Section 4). The experiments in this section are simulated, since we are interested in the
network traffic of subsequent joins, rather than specific execution time. Since we do not have ac-
cess to the complete proprietary workloads of X and Y except for the slowest join, we will use the
openly available dataset of the TPC-H benchmark [9], which is very frequently used to represent
data warehousing applications.

In Section 4.1, we noted that the optimization technique focuses on a single fact table and mul-
tiple dimension tables in a star schema. While TPC-H is not a star schema, we can use the fact
table and the largest dimension tables that are still organized as a star (sub-)schema. We use the
LINEITEM table as our fact table. The first dimension table we use is the PARTSUPP table, joined
with the fact table using the attributes L_PARTKEY and L_SUPPKEY (from the fact table LINEITEM),
which is a composite foreign key to PS_PARTKEY and PS_SUPPKEY (from PARTSUPP). The second di-
mension table we use is the ORDERS table, joined with the fact table using the attribute L_ORDERKEY
(from LINEITEM), which is a foreign key to O_ORDERKEY (from ORDERS). In the sequel, we shall de-
note the join key of the first dimension table (attributes *_PARTKEY and *_SUPPKEY) by A, and
denote the join key of the second dimension table (attributes *_ORDERKEY) by B. Note that the
width of the composite key A is 8 bytes, and key width of B is 4 bytes.

We first conduct experiments on joining the above three tables and then expand to other tables.
We use a TPC-H scale factor of 10 for all experiments, to be able to simulate a large number of
network nodes. The scale factor of the dataset is large enough to show the improvements of our
data placement optimization. We use both the standard TPC-H dataset as well as another version
of TPC-H that introduces skew in the dataset [7]. The skewed version of TPC-H repeats some fact
table values more often than others, to represent real world data warehouses that exhibit skew.
Specifically, we set the input parameter of the skewed data generator to 1.0, and as a result, the
cardinality of key A of the fact table exhibits a zipfian distribution, while the distribution of key
B remains unchanged. The number of distinct key A values in the skewed fact table is 7,028,277,
while the standard LINEITEM table has 7,995,953 distinct key A values. The number of distinct key
B values is 15 million in both standard and skewed tables. Because of this skewness, the number
of distinct (A,B) key combinations in the skewed fact table is 43,361,365, much smaller than that
in the standard fact table where almost all 60 million key combinations are unique.
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Fig. 13. Network cost of joins per data placement of TPC-H with varying number of nodes.

We compare the optimized placement against hash co-partitioning the fact table by one of the
join keys, which is the optimal placement for the join on the partitioning key. Specifically, we
show the network cost if we use hash join to execute the two joins, when the fact table is hash
partitioned by A, or when it is partitioned by B. The dimension tables are hash partitioned by
their keys, respectively. We also show the network cost for using track join instead of hash join,
using the same two placements. Finally, we show the network cost for executing the two track
joins after we optimize the data placement of the three participating tables with the algorithm
described in Section 4. We use the 4-phase variant for track join results in this section. By default,
we set the number of nodes to 16 and the payloads for every table to 16 bytes. Assume also in the
default workload the joins are executed at the same frequency and thus their weight is 0.5. In the
following experiments, we shall vary each one of these parameters and report the total weighted
costs.

Figure 13 shows the network cost of executing track join across a varying number of nodes for
TPC-H and the skewed TPC-H. Hash join performance is the same regardless if we partition by
A or B. When hash partitioning is used, the total cost shown here is essentially the cost of the
join on the non-partitioning key, since the other join can be executed locally and leads to zero
network cost. Since the dimension tables are hash partitioned by their join keys, respectively, the
hash join on the non-partitioning key always sends the fact table tuples to the hashed locations, no
matter they are partitioned by A or B. Thus, their total costs are the same. As the number of nodes
increases, the cost increases, since there is increasingly lower chance for the two hash functions
to map the A and B values of a fact table tuple to the same location.

The network costs of using track join also increase as the number of nodes increases, due to the
diminishing effect of data locality. For the standard TPC-H, using track join when the fact table
partitioned by A performs better than partitioned by B, because the key width of A (8 bytes) is
larger than that of B (4 bytes). When partitioned byA, both the tracking phase and the subsequent
joining phase will send less data over the network. At the tracking phase, we transfer the counts
of the 4-byte B keys instead of the 8-byte A keys. After tracking, 4-phase track join will send
dimension table tuples to the node locations of the matching fact table tuples due to the smaller
tuple width of dimension table tuples. When LINEITEM is partitioned by A, the smaller ORDERS
tuples will be sent over the network, resulting in overall smaller costs. In fact, when the fact table
is partitioned by B and track join transfers the wider PARTSUPP tuples, the cost becomes higher
than using hash join when the number of nodes becomes large. Although in this case track join
chooses the better direction to send PARTSUPP tuples, rather than the LINEITEM tuples as in hash
join, the overhead of the tracking phase outweighs the benefit of a better transfer direction, leading
to even higher cost than hash joins.

For TPC-H, after optimizing the placement, we reduce the network traffic by 30–35% compared
to the second best approach, typically track join partitioned by B. Compared to hash joins, the
savings can be up to 60%. When TPC-H has no skew, fact table key combinations are mostly unique.
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Fig. 14. Network cost of joins per data placement of TPC-H with varying payload size.

The network cost reduction mainly stems from intentionally collocating the fact table tuple with
matching dimension table tuples, where matching tuples from multiple dimensions are collocated
with the fact table tuple. In contrast, hash partition by a specific attribute would collocate the fact
table with tuples from a single dimension table based on the attribute hashed. Joins on the other
dimensions incur high costs, since there is little chance for the matching tuples to be collocated.

For the skewed TPC-H, in addition to intentionally collocating tuples, the placement optimiza-
tion prioritizes key combinations of higher cardinality and further reduces network traffic. Also,
when a key combination has multiple placements, we refine the placement to pick the best option.
The refinement step takes into account low granularity information that corresponds to single-key
joins (cartesian products) across multiple dimensions. As a result, track join with optimized data
placement reduces the network traffic by 84–87%, compared with hash joins with hash partition-
ing. Compared with track joins with the best hash partitioning, the saving in total network cost is
58–71%.

We also observe on the right of Figure 13 that track joins with hash partitioning achieves lower
costs after introducing the skewness, which is expected, since track join can leverage the data
distribution to send less data. Interestingly for track join, in the skewed TPC-H, partitioning by B is
the better option, whereas in the standard TPC-H partitioning byA is better. This result is because
of different cardinality distribution of key A in the fact table. When the fact table is partitioned
by B, track join will send the PARTSUPP tuples to matching node locations. For each foreign key,
the number of matching locations is bounded by the number of total nodes and the number of
matching tuples. In the standard TPC-H, the cardinality of key A in the fact table follows a normal
distribution. On average, each foreign key is mapped to 7.5 fact tuples. In the skewed TPC-H,
the cardinality of key A in the fact table follows a zipfian distribution, so a lot of keys have very
few tuples. Although a very small number of keys have a lot of tuples, the number of matching
node locations in track join is bounded by the number of total nodes, so the average number
of node locations is much smaller than 7.5. For example, with 16 nodes, the average is only 3.1
when the matching node locations are capped by 16. Therefore, even though the key width of A
is larger, track join still sends much less data over the network and the total cost becomes lower
than partitioning by A in the skewed TPC-H.

Figure 14 repeats the same experiment as Figure 13, but sets the number of nodes to 16 and
varies the size of the payloads. In this figure, we set the same payload size for each of the three
tables, so track join always chooses to selectively broadcast the narrower dimension tuples. Note
that track join performs better with larger payload size, since it avoids sending unnecessary tuples
by tracking only the keys. For example, for hash partitioning by B, the cost of track join becomes
lower than the cost of hash join if the payload size is larger than 32 bytes, while track join actually
performs worse at the default 16-byte payload, as we discussed earlier. For the standard TPC-H,
track join sends about 12% less data over the network compared to hash join, under the best hash
partitioning. If we optimize the data placement, then track join further reduces the network traffic
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Fig. 15. Network cost of joins with varying payload size of dimension tables only.

Fig. 16. Network cost of joins per data placement of TPC-H with varying join weight.

by ≈35%. For the skewed dataset, even without optimizing the placement, track join sends 49–64%
less data over the network compared to hash join. If we also optimize the data placement, then
track join further reduces the network traffic by 60–70%. In contrast with hash join, track join with
optimized data placement reduces the network traffic by 85%, sending almost 7 times less data over
the network. This result shows that the data placement optimization is even more useful when the
payload size is large.

Different from Figure 14, Figure 15 varies only the payload size of the dimension tables, while
the size of fact table payload is the default 16 bytes. Since the size of fact table tuples is fixed
(8 + 4 + 16 = 28 bytes), the cost of hash joins remains unchanged. When the payload size is small
(4–16 bytes), track join chooses to send dimension table tuples to matching locations; when the
payload size is large (32–128 bytes), track join chooses to send fact table tuples to the node locations
of matching dimension tuples. For the standard TPC-H, when the payload size of dimension tables
is large, track join performs worse than hash join if the fact table is hash partitioned, since track
join does the same work as hash join for sending the tuples, and incurs some extra overhead for the
tracking phase. By intentionally collocating tuples for both dimensions, the optimized placement
still reduces the total network traffic by 9–35%, compared with hash partitioning by using the best
of track join and hash join. The reduction is up to 70% on the skewed dataset compared with the
second best approach, i.e., using the track join when the fact table is partitioned by B.

Next, we vary the weight between the two joins while fixing both the number of nodes and the
size of payloads to their default values. Figure 16 shows the total weighted network traffic for the
two joins, where the horizontal axis value θ represents the weight of joining the first dimension
(i.e., LINEITEM � PARTSUPP). The weight of the other join LINEITEM � ORDERS is then (1 − θ ).
Note that the weight θ encapsulates both the frequency of the join compared to the other join, and
the average selectivity of the dimension table before participating in the join. When θ is small, the
total weighted cost is mainly the cost of the join with ORDERS. For hash partitioning by B, this join
can be executed locally, so the costs of both track join and hash join are low; for hash partitioning
by A, this join incurs a high cost, since matching tuples are not collocated. As θ increases, the
cost of the join with PARTSUPP becomes more important, so the total cost of hash partitioning
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Fig. 17. Load balancing after optimizing data placement.

by A gradually decreases, while the cost of partitioning by B increases. For hash join, the better
dimension for partitioning is by A if θ > 0.5 and by B if θ < 0.5. For track join, the choice of
the better dimension for partitioning must consider the differences in key width and cardinality
distribution, as we discussed earlier for Figure 13. In contrast, the optimized data placement avoids
choosing a fixed dimension for partitioning, and collocates tuples that have more impact on the
overall costs across different weights. As shown in Figure 16, the data placement optimization
reduces the network traffic by up to 36% in the standard TPC-H and by 65% in the skewed TPC-H.
Even if one join dominates the workload, the network cost of track join after optimizing the data
placement remains low, offering a robust option for reducing the network traffic across multiple
joins that use different attributes of the fact table.

Under the default parameter settings, Figure 17 shows the number of tuples for every joining
table after the data placement optimization. For the standard TPC-H, as shown in Figure 17(a),
optimizing the data placement leads to almost perfect load balancing across the 16 nodes, thanks
to the randomness in choosing node locations for a particular key. For the skewed version of TPC-
H, Figure 17(b) shows that the tuples of the three tables are also placed relatively balanced across
the nodes, despite of the zipfian distribution of key A in the fact table. Specifically, Node 8 has
the most number of LINEITEM tuples, 14.2% more than the average number of fact table tuples
over all nodes, while Node 1 has the least number of LINEITEM tuples, 9.9% less than the average.
We achieve this load balancing result, because we pick node locations at random from mapped
location candidates in Algorithm 12. In the absence of an explicitly adversarial input order of key
combinations to this algorithm, our placement optimization avoids mapping all tuples to one or
two nodes, and results in reasonably balanced partitions even in the presence of skew.

Since the optimized data placement does not collocate tuples by one particular dimension and
instead clusters tuples from multiple dimensions together with fact table tuples, join algorithms
that are unaware of this data locality can not benefit from such a placement. Figure 18 shows the
network traffic of join algorithms on different data placement plans, under the default parameter
settings. For each join algorithm, we show the total cost on the best hash partition (between by
A and by B), the placement by only clustering tuples (Section 4.3) without further refinement
using the cost model of track join (Section 4.4), and the complete optimized placement using both
clustering and refinement steps.

For hash join, the cost of using best hash partition is essentially one of the joins that cannot be
executed locally. However, if we cluster fact table tuples with matching tuples from both dimen-
sions, then neither of the two joins can be executed locally using hash joins with standard hash
functions. Both joins have to redistribute most tuples over the network, even though some tuples
may have been placed at the same node by the cluster step. As shown in the figure, the total cost is
almost twice of the cost under the best hash partition. Further placement refinement has no effect
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Fig. 18. Effect of different placement strategies on join algorithms.

on hash joins, since the process uses the cost model specific to track joins. The degree of skew also
has almost no effect, because the tables have the same cardinalities in the two datasets.

Different from hash join, the encoding join discussed in Section 4.3.1 directly uses the mapping
obtained at the clustering step to decide the locations for sending tuples, so it avoids sending a
majority of the tuples that have been collocated, reducing over 66% of the network traffic compared
with hash join on the clustered placement. Since encoding join is aware of the matching node
locations, it is able to exploit some of the benefits of track join, but has no further improvement
for refinement specific to track join.

For track join, both the clustering step and the refinement step reduce the network traffic. Com-
pared with the best hash partition, for the standard TPC-H the clustering step reduces 22% of the
network traffic and the refinement step further reduces 15%. For the skewed TPC-H, the refine-
ment step has more impact on reducing the network traffic. Compared with hash partition, the
clustering and refinement steps reduces 31% and 33% of the network traffic, respectively.

For data warehouse with more complex schemas, the data placement optimization can be applied
to the central star sub-schema including the fact table and first-level dimension tables. In our final
experiment, we expand the schema used in previous experiments by including a second layer of
dimension tables PART and CUSTOMER in TPC-H. In this small snowflake schema, PART is linked
with PARTSUPP via the foreign key PARTKEY, and CUSTOMER is linked with ORDERS via the foreign
key CUSTKEY. The key width of both PARTKEY and CUSTKEY is 4 bytes. To study the effect of different
data placement, we execute a denormalization query that joins all five tables and compare the total
network costs. For this experiment, the number of nodes is set to 64, and the payload size of every
table is set to the default 16 bytes.

For such a schema, simply co-partitioning the fact table LINEITEMwith one first-layer dimension
table is not sufficient, and a better way is to use reference partitioning [16], where a table can be co-
partitioned by another table referenced by the foreign key, and chains of tables linked by foreign
keys can be co-partitioned. Similar to the case in a star schema, there are two options depending
on the foreign key used to partition the fact table LINEITEM: (1) we can co-partition CUSTOMER
and ORDERS by CUSTKEY, and reference partition LINEITEM by the already partitioned ORDERKEY in
table ORDERS; (2) we can also co-partition PART and PARTSUPP by PARTKEY, and reference partition
LINEITEM by table PARTSUPP. As a result of partitioning by foreign key constraints, the joins on the
partitioning key can be executed locally. For the first option, LINEITEM � (ORDERS � CUSTOMER)
is executed locally, and PARTSUPP � PART is executed locally. The final results can be obtained by
joining these two intermediate results. The execution is similar for the second option. Figure 19
shows the better result of these two options. The total network traffic is 3.52GB if hash join is used.
For track join, the total cost is 2.55GB, about 27% less than using the hash join.
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Fig. 19. Network cost of joins denormalizing a snowflake (sub)schema from TPC-H.

To reduce the cost of the final join, we can optimize the data placement to collocate LINEITEM
tuples with matching PARTSUPP and ORDERS tuples. The other two dimension tables PART and
CUSTOMER are still partitioned by their primary keys. Without changing the query plan, the total
network traffic using track join is 2.08GB. Compared with reference partitioning, the reduction of
network traffic is 18% after optimizing the placement. Although the joins ORDERS � CUSTOMER and
PARTSUPP � PART are no longer local, their network costs are only 0.28 and 0.15GB using track
joins. These intermediate results further join with LINEITEM. Different from reference partition,
neither of these joins is local, but because of the collocation around fact table tuples, the total cost is
much lower. This result demonstrates that in a typical analytic database like TPC-H, by optimizing
the central star sub-schema, the saving in network cost is so significant that even if the cost of
joining peripheral dimension tables increases, we can still improve the overall network costs.

6 RELATED WORK

The foundations of distributed query processing and database implementation [5, 13, 14, 19, 31,
52] have been laid some decades back. Hash join was introduced as part of a database machine
[26] and was later parallelized [12]. Distributed algorithms that reduce network traffic by filtering
tuples have been extensively studied, namely semi-joins [4, 50, 53], Bloom-joins [35], and other
approaches [30].

Contemporary database systems are currently optimized for specific needs [56], the most im-
portant cases being analytical and transactional systems. Distributed transactional databases are
targeting higher transaction throughput, by eliminating unnecessary network communication [56]
due to latency induced delays of distributed commit protocols. Storage managers have also been
improved accordingly [22, 23]. Analytical database systems have evolved into column stores [46,
55] and query execution works primarily on RAM [32]. There has also been significant work in
the literature toward optimizing main-memory operators for analytical workloads, namely scans
[29, 43, 61], joins [2, 3, 24], group-by aggregations [34, 63], sorting [42, 51, 60], and across multiple
operators [40, 41].

In distributed sorting [25], CPU and network time can be overlapped by transferring keys and
payloads separately. Hash join has also been adapted to reduce the response time [59]. Other work
proposed a distributed join algorithm for faster networks where the network is not the bottleneck
[20]. Reducing the execution time for distributed joins has also been discussed in recent work
[49]. The optimization is designed as an NP-complete scheduling problem and therefore cannot
be applied per key. In contrast, track join minimizes network volume using linear-time scheduling
applied per key, achieving a finer granularity optimum. Nevertheless, track join can still utilize the
same temporal scheduling to reduce end-to-end execution time. Recent work proposed a variant
of hash join that handles skew by detecting heavy hitters [48]. Skew awareness has also been
studied in the context of array databases [15]. Elseidy et al. studied an online dataflow join operator
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with arbitrary predicates that minimizes the size of state maintained and number of messages
communicated [17]. Since our original publication of the track-join paper [44], Tian et al. [58]
have proposed methods to join data between a distributed database and a hadoop distributed file
system. The proposed zigzag join uses Bloom filters both ways to prune unmatched tuples, and
then performs a partitioned hash join on the HDFS side. In a pure distributed database, the network
costs of such joins are analyzed and compared with track joins in Section 3.3. The tracking phase
of track join also prunes unmatches tuples, and further chooses an optimal schedule for joining
the tuples, instead of using an uninformative hash-based schedule.

Generic batch processing distributed systems [11] have been used for database operations such
as joins [1, 8, 37], minimizing the network cost by placing “map” and “reduce” operators close to
relevant data. In such approaches, tuples are grouped using higher granularity criteria, but optimal
network schedules of payloads are only achieved by using the lowest granularity of each distinct
join key.

Track join (Sections 2, 5.1, and 5.2), also presented in our earlier work [44], is a distributed join
algorithm that minimizes the network traffic (Figures 4 and 5 do not appear in Reference [44]).
Track join finds the locations of matching tuples in the cluster per distinct join key, and because
it is locality-aware, it provides more flexibility for data placement. Relying on hash partitioning
to place the data across the nodes eliminates network transfers only for a single join. Analytical
workloads typically utilize multiple attributes (dimensions) and the remaining joins cannot be
optimized. Here, we additionally propose a data placement optimization (Section 4) that reduces
the network traffic of distributed joins for the entire workload, by placing matching tuples across
multiple dimensions to the same node, and by relying on track join to exploit the generated locality.
We show that the data placement optimization works using representative OLAP benchmarks,
including skew (Section 5.3).

Multiple data placement optimizations have been proposed in literature. Data declustering [33]
allows databases to achieve high parallelism and load balancing. When the network is the bottle-
neck, approaches like using a smaller number of machines per query by converting the problem to
hypergraph partitioning [27]. However, this approach does not directly minimize network costs.
Graph partitioning has been used to minimize the network cost directly [21], but requires each
query is executed at a single site, an unrealistic assumption for distributed databases. Data analyt-
ics systems collocate related files [18], but require manual tuning from a database administrator.

In transactional databases, automatic partitioning is a popular technique [10, 38, 45, 57] to
reduce the number of distributed transactions. Here, we focus on analytical workloads with
mostly read-only queries that span across all partitions. For star schema workloads, Reference
[54] studies data allocation for star-join query processing with bitmap indices, to reduce I/O
overhead. Automated partitioning advisors based on query optimizers were also developed in
References [36, 47, 62]. However, we showed that hash partitioning by the best attribute is not
sufficient. For multiple tables with parent-child relationships in a complex schema, reference
partitioning is developed to partition a table with respect to another table based on a referential
constraint [16]. By recursively applying reference partitioning, chains of tables linked by foreign
keys can be co-partitioned. Partition-wise joins can then be used to execute foreign key joins
between co-partitioned tables, thereby making queries efficient. Improving upon Reference [16],
predicate-based reference partitioning has been recently proposed to increase data locality [65]
but relies on replicating matching tuples.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We present track join, a new algorithm for distributed joins that minimizes network traffic. To
minimize the number of tuples transferred across the network, track join generates an optimal
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transfer schedule for each distinct join key after tracking the initial locations of tuples. Track join
makes no assumptions about the DBMS storage and does not rely on schema properties or pre-
existing favorable data placement.

For three versions of track join, we studied cost estimation for query optimization, compared the
interaction with semi-join filtering, and showed track join to be better than tracking-aware hash
join. Our experimental evaluation shows the efficiency of track join at reducing network traffic
and shows its adaptiveness on various cases and degrees of locality. Our evaluation shows that
we can reduce both network traffic and total execution time. The workloads were extracted from
a corpus of commercial analytical workloads and the queries were profiled as the most expensive
out of all the queries in each workload using a market-leading commercial DBMS.

Building upon track join, we further proposed a data placement algorithm that reduces the total
network cost of joins for analytical workloads. By collocating tuples from the fact table alongside
joining tuples from multiple dimension tables, and by using the per-key cost analysis of track
join to pick the best placement for each fact table key combination, our placement optimization
significantly reduces the total network cost of multiple track joins across multiple dimensions,
which otherwise have conflicting favorable placements if hash partitioning is used. Our approach
also automatically responds to correlation and skew to further reduce the network cost.
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